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INTRODUCTION 
This paper classifies the connected semisimple differential algebraic 
groups up to isogeny and the linear semisimple differential algebraic Lie 
algebras up to isomorphism, and attempts to understand the geometry that 
underlies the classification. Our underlying field of scalars in differential 
algebra is a universal differential field 4 of characteristic 0 with finite set 
A = (a,, . . . . 8,) of commuting derivation operators and field X of con- 
stants. A differential algebraic group G is, roughly speaking, a group object 
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in the category of differential algebraic sets in the sense of Kolchin and 
Ritt. When G is afline, it is defined by polynomial differential equations and 
its group operations are differential rational maps. (For example, the sub- 
group of the multiplicative group G, of @ defined by the differential 
equation yy” - ,” = 0 is a differential algebraic group.) Linear differential 
algebraic groups have been the major focus of my study. Since every 
algebraic group is a differential algebraic group, the study of linear differen- 
tial algebraic groups is the study of the differential algebraic subgroups of 
the particular algebraic group GL(n, “2). 
It is well known and easy to prove that the ring of everywhere defined 
differential rational functions on an afline differential algebraic group is not 
always the coordinate ring. This gives rise to affine differential algebraic 
groups with no nontrivial linear representations. (For example, if A is an 
abelian variety defined over a subfield of X, A, is atline but has no non- 
trivial linear representations.) In his recent book [16], Kolchin develops a 
theory of differential algebraic groups that frees them from alIme space. He 
leaves open the question, still unanswered: Can every differential algebraic 
group be embedded in an algebraic group? We prove in Section 9 that if G 
is a connected semisimple diffiential algebraic group there is a surjective 
differential rational homomophism with finite kernel from G onto a linear 
differential algebraic group. 
The class of Lie algebras over X called differential algebraic, satisfy the 
additional conditions that the additive group is a differential algebraic 
group and the Lie product and scalar multiplication operations are dif- 
ferential rational maps. They are usually infinite-dimensional, although our 
theory makes no distinction between finite and infinite dimension over X. 
The Lie algebra of right invariant derivations on a connected differential 
algebraic group that commute with the operators in A (right invariant 
A-derivations) is a differential algebraic Lie algebra. Every linite-dimen- 
sional Lie algebra over Q is also a differential algebraic Lie algebra over 42. 
The study of linear differential algebraic Lie algebras is the study of the 
differential algebraic Lie subalgebras over X of Bf!(n, 42). They are all 
defined by homogeneous linear differential equations. The vector space 4 A 
over a’, with basis A, is a differential algebraic Lie algebra over Y whose 
additive group is the additive group ~3: of affme m-space. If a = ET!, ai hi 
and /?=Cy=, bidi, then 
[a, fl] = f ( 2 ajSjbi -b, djai) ~3~. 
i=l j=, 
+2 A is simple, but has no nontrivial linear differential rational represen- 
tations. We leave open the problem of describing the non-linear differential 
algebraic Lie subalgebras over X of 42 A. 
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The classification of the semisimple differential algebraic groups depends 
heavily on the classification of the linear semisimple differential algebraic 
Lie algebras over X. We prove that every linear semisimple differential 
algebraic Lie algebra over X is isomorphic to a Zariski dense differential 
algebraic Lie subalgebra B over X of a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie 
algebra 2 over %!. (This means that B contains a basis of 2 over %.) In 
Sections 5 and 6 we classify up to conjugacy the Zariski dense differential 
algebraic Lie subalgebras over X of a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie 
algebra f? over 4. The classification combines the techniques of differential 
algebra (see [ 141) with the theory of finite-dimensional semisimple Lie 
algebras (see [2, 10, 12, 131). Since differential algebraic Lie subalgebras of 
a Lie algebra over %! are Lie algebras over the field X of constants of @ 
and not, generally, over %!, the classification is made possible by the 
existence of bases of f? over 9, called Chevalley bases, whose structure 
scalars lie in every field of characteristic 0 since they are integers. Sur- 
prisingly, the classification makes use of every aspect of the theory of 
semisimple Lie algebras including the particular nature of the integer 
entries of a Cartan matrix. 
In the classification of the Zariski dense differential algebraic Lie sub- 
algebras of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra L! over 9 we also make explicit 
use of a structure on Q A that we used implicitly in [4]. The implicit use of 
this structure in DAG was pointed out to me by Boris Weisfeiler (see 
[28]). % A is, of course, an infinite-dimensional differential algebraic Lie 
algebra over X, as well as a finite-dimensional vector space over 9. But, 
these structures are linked by the formula 
Following Nelson [ 171, we call 9 A a Lie space. A subspace P over % of 
% A that is closed under the Lie product is called a Lie subspace. We 
proved in DAG, [S], that a Lie subspace P always has a commuting basis 
A(P). % is, of course, a universal A(P)-field. Let X, be the algebraically 
closed field of A(P)-constants in 4. We prove: 
If B is a linear simple differential algebraic Lie algebra over X-, there is a 
Lie &space P of 9?/ A such that 9 is differentially rationally isomorphic to 
one of the classical finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras of type A,, 12 1, 
B,, 12 2, C,, 12 3, D,, 124, or to one of the classical exceptional Lie 
algebras E,, E,, E,, F4, Gz, relative to the field Xr. 
If B is a linear semisimple differential algebraic Lie algebra over X, there 
exist Lie subspaces P,, . . . . P, of 9 A and classical finite-dimensional simple 
Lie algebras 9,, . . . . 9r relative to .&.,, . . . . Xp,, respectively, such that B is 
differentially rationally isomorphic to 9, @ . . ’ @ gr. 
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Note that the direct sum seems to be a hybrid Lie algebra, since the 
underlying field of scalars varies with each summand, but it is not a hybrid 
differential algebraic Lie algebra since each summand is a differential 
algebraic Lie algebra over X. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we study Lie spaces, interpreting them in the context 
of differential algebra. We then interpret a Zariski dense differential 
algebraic Lie subalgebra over X of a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra 
2 over Q as a subalgebra of L! that splits a flat Lie P-structure on 9 (P a 
Lie subspace of %‘d). Such structures were analyzed by Nichols and 
Weisfeiler [ 18, 281. We also show that a connected simple differential 
algebraic group is isogenous to the group of inner automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra 9 over %! that commute with the 
derivations over X associated with a Lie P-structure on 9. 
In Section 7, we establish the fact that there are no differential rational 
automorphisms over X of a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra over 9 
other than the automorphisms of the Lie algebra over Q (rational 
automorphisms). 
Turning to the groups in Section 10, we first prove that the adjoint group 
of a connected differential algebraic group G is linear. This is not apparent, 
since the Lie algebra 9 of right invariant d-derivations on G is usually an 
infinite-dimensional Lie algebra over X and, in particular, is not a linite- 
dimensional Lie algebra over &. In addition, the adjoint representation 
represents the group as a group of differential rational automorphisms of 
8. The main results of Section 10 are: 
If G is a connected linear simple differential algebraic group, there is a Lie 
subspace P of % A such that G is dtfferential1.v rationally isomorphic to a 
Chevalley group relative to X,. (If G is not linear, isomorphic must be 
replaced by isogenous. )
If G is a connected semisimple differential algebraic group, there exist Lie 
subspaces P, , . . . . P, of 9 A such that G is isogenous to G, x . . . x G,, where 
Gi is a Chevalley group relative to X,,, i= 1, . . . . r. 
The first three sections of the Appendix attempt to understand a 
geometric model for differential algebra. Following Ritt, a differential field 
is the field 9 of functions meromorphic in a coordinate neighborhood U of 
a connected complex analytic manifold. If zi, . . . . z, are holomorphic coor- 
dinates on U, we take A = {d/az,, ..,, a/az,}. A local Lie space is interpreted 
as the Lie space of meromorphic tangent vector fields on U. We try to keep 
track of the interplay of local and global, and observe the effect on global 
Lie spaces of the problem of “not enough meromorphic functions.” 
In the last section of the Appendix, we represent the Zariski dense 
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differential algebraic subgroups of PSL(2,42), %! an ordinary differential 
field, as the symmetry groups of Riccati equations. 
Note. Throughout, Q is a universal differential field with set A of 
commuting derivation opeators 6,, . . . . 6, and field X of constants. 9 is 
a differential subfield of 92 over which % is universal, with field C of 
constants. 
1. THE DIFFERENTIAL ZARISKI TOPOLOGY ON 
A FINITE-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR SPACE OVER 6% 
The universal differential field 92 has defined on it a structure of F-ring. 
As in the case for all F-structures, we can endow 92 with the structure of 
A-F-ring. 
Let Y be an F-vector space over Q. Since Y has an F-structure, Y has 
a finite basis rational over 9. Indeed, the vector space *YF over 9 of 
elements of V rational over 9 consists of all linear combinations with 
coefficients in 9 of the basis elements. Moreover, elements of VT linearly 
independent over, 9 are linearly independent over 9Y’, and the 
homomorphism % BF “y; + Y, induced by the inclusion map, is an 
isomorphism of P-vector spaces over 92. A choice of ordered basis B of V 
rational over 9 defines an isomorphism of F-vector spaces over % from 
V onto !#‘“, where n is the dimension of Y, by assigning to each element of 
Y its coordinate n-tuple relative to B. If $9 is any subfield of 4, we denote 
by Vz the vector space 48 over B consisting of all linear combinations 
with coefficients in B of the basis elements. We call the elements of Vg 
rational over 9 relative to the given basis. Clearly, the dimension of *Y.$ 
over 9 is also n. 
Since Y has an F-structure, we can define on it the induced structure of 
A-F-vector space over 4. This endows Y with the differential Zariski 
topology and the differential F-topology. If S c Y is closed in the differen- 
tial Zariski topology (resp. differential F-topology), we say that it is 
A-closed (resp. A-.!F-closed). The isomorphism of F-vector spaces over 9 
from Y onto %“, defined by a choice of ordered basis B rational over 9, is 
an isomorphism of A-f-vector spaces over 4 and often is used to identity 
V with differential afhne space. This identification enables us to define, for 
6 in 92 A and x in V, the b-derivative of x: if x has coordinate n-tuple 
(x 1, . . . . x,), we define 6x to be the element of Y with coordinate n-tuple 
(6x , , . . . . 6x,). The a-derivative of x is, of course, dependent on the ordered 
basis B. We shall discuss such jlut 4 A-structures on an F-vector space 
over % more fully in Sections 3 and 4. 
The differential ring O,, F (V) of everywhere defined differential rational 
functions on Y that are defined over 9 is intrinsic to the A-P-structure on 
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Y, and is thus invariant under basis change. If we choose an ordered basis 
of Y rational over 3 and if yr, . . . . y, are the coordinate functions on d; 
relative to the basis, then y,, . . . . yn are differentially algebraically indepen- 
dent over 3, and therefore, r)A,Y { V} =3{ )I(, . . . . y,} is isomorphic as a 
differential algebra over 3 to the ring of differential polynomials in n dif- 
ferential indeterminates with coefficients in 3. If we choose another 
ordered basis rational over 3, the coordinate functions -?, , . . . . zn associated 
with the new basis are obtained from 7 _ r, . . . . z, by an invertible linear trans- 
formation with coefficients in 3. Thus, the notions of degree and order of 
an everywhere defined differential rational function on Y are unam- 
biguously defined. We call the elements of D,,, * ( V) A-polynomial functions 
on Y (or d$ferential polynomial functions on Y) with coefficients in 3. The 
subring D,(Y) = 3[y,, . . . . y,] = 3[z,, . . . . z,J of elements of order 0 
equals the ring of everywhere defined rational functions on 9’” with coef- 
ficients in 3, and is isomorphic over 3 to the symmetric algebra on the 
dual space of wk. We call its elements polynomial functions on V with coef- 
ficients in 3. We can think of Do,,,(Y) as an infinite prolongation of 
DYPV. 
Since Y inherits the structure of differential affine n-space from 4”, we 
can quote freely relevant results about the differential Zariski topology on 
affine space (Kolchin DAG [ 161). For example, there is an inclusion-rever- 
sing correspondence between the set of A-3-closed subsets of Y and the 
set of perfect differential ideals in 0,. F (V). If w and W correspond, w is 
the set of zeros of W in Y and VW is the set of differential polynomial 
functions on Y with coehicients in 3 that are zero on %‘“. We call VW the 
defining differential ideal of w in c),, F ( VP). We can therefore describe a 
A-3-closed subset of Y as the set of solutions of a finite set of polynomial 
differential equations with coefficients in 3. YP’ is closed in the 3-topology 
on Y (is 3-closed) if and only if W is generated by elements of D,(Y). 
Let !i? be an n-dimensional 3-algebra over $2. We define on 2 the 
induced structure of A-3-Lie algebra over $2 (Kolchin DAG [ 16, 
Chap. VIII]). Every homomorphism of 3-Lie algebras over ~2 is also a 
homomorphism of A-3-Lie algebras over %. 
Let Y be a nonzero A-3-subring of the A-3-ring 9. In particular, 9 is a 
subfield of 92, so that 2 has defined on it a structure of A-3-Lie algebra 
over Y. The particular case when 9 is the field X of constants of % is 
important. 2 is an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra over X. A subalgebra 
3 of f? over X that is closed in the differential 3-topology on !2 is called a 
A-3-Lie subalgebra over X of 2. The defining differential ideal of 3 is 
homogeneous linear, i.e., is defined by homogeneous linear differential 
polynomial functions on 2 (Cassidy DAG [4]). 3 is Zariski dense in 2 if 
and only if 3 is dense in f? in the 3-topology. Thus, 3 is Zariski dense in 
!2 if and only if the defining differential ideal of 9 in D,,,(P) contains no 
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nonzero differential polynomial function of order 0. Equivalently, S is 
Zariski dense in I! if and only if L! = 48, i.e., if and only if 9 contains a 
basis of .Q over @. If cp is a homomorphism of %-Lie algebras over 9 from 
2 into 9’ then clearly if B is Zariski dense in 2, then cp(9) is Zariski dense 
in cp(f!). 
2. CONSTRAINED ELEMENTS 
The somewhat flawed analog in differential algebra of the notion of an 
algebraic extension of a field is that of a constrained extension of a differen- 
tial field. We recall some basic facts from Kochin [ 151. A finite family q of 
elements of 9 is A-constrained over % if there is a A-polynomial C with 
coefficients in %, not vanishing at q, that vanishes at every non-generic 
A-specialization of q over 9. C is called a constraint of q over 9. Every 
element q of & that is A-constrained over 9 is A-algebraic over 9, but the 
converse is not true. If, however, q is algebraic over 8, then FJ is 
A-constrained over 9. If q is a linite family of elements of 4 A-constrained 
over %, then every A-constant of 9(q) is algebraic over the field of 
constants of 8. 
A A-extension of 9 is A-constrained over 9 if every finite family of 
elements of it is A-constrained over 4. A A-field is A-constrainedly closed if 
it has no A-constrained extension other than itself 9 is A-constrainedly 
closed. A A-constrained extension of 9 that is A-constrainedly closed and 
can be embedded in every A-constrainedly closed extension of % is called a 
A-constrained closure of 9. Such a A-constrained closure always exists and 
they are all A-isomorphic over % to each other. We choose a 
A-constrained closure of % in & and call it %+. 
If Y is an %-vector space over 5Y’, an element u of 9’” is A-constrained 
over 9 if any (hence every) coordinate n-tuple belonging to u, relative to 
an %-rational basis over 9 of V, is A-constrained over %. If S is a 
A-%-closed subset of 1v^, the set S,t of elements of S that are 
A-constrained over 9 is dense in S in the differential Zariski topology 
on Y. 
Let A’ be a commuting set ([S, E] = 0 for 6, E in A’) of derivation 
operators in % A that are linearly independent over 9X. Then 4, Bt, and 
9 are A’-fields, and e is a universal A’-extension of 9 (Kolchin DAG [ 16, 
Corollary, Proposition 8, Chap. 0, Sect. 61). Let %f, be a A’-constrained 
closure of 9 in Q. If A’ = @, %L. is the algebraic closure of % in 9~. Since 
%f, is algebraically closed, it contains the algebraic closure of 9 in 9. In 
contrast to the algebraic case, there is no unique A’-closure of 9 in Q if A’ 
is not empty. The question arises: Can any A’-constrained closure of % be 
embedded as a Al-extension of % in %+? 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let A’ be a commuting set of derivation operators in 
9 A that are linearly independent over 42 and let St,, be a At-constrained 
closure of 9 in 4. Let Bt be a A-constrained closure of F in 42. There 
exists a A’-isomorphism o over 9 from 9LC into Ft. 
Proof. We show that %’ is At-constrainedly closed. Let Y be a univer- 
sal A-extension of %. Let r] in $9 be Al-constrained over %+ with constraint 
C. Then CE%+{~} and C(q) # 0. Let P be the defining A-ideal of q in 
%+ (~1, C 4 P. There is an element < in 9, A-constrained over %+ with 
constraint C, such that [ is a zero of B. In particular, [ is a A-specialization 
over %+ of q. Since C(i) # 0, [ is a generic A’-specialization over %+ of ‘1. 
Therefore, there is a A’-isomorphism T over %+ from %+ ( <)d, onto 
%+(q),, sending c to q. But, [ is A-constrained over %+, hence is in %t, 
since %+ is A-constrainedly closed. It follows that q E %+. Since %+ is 
A’-constrainedly closed, there is a A’-isomorphism 0 over % from %>. into 
8. Since a%i. is a At-constrained closure of 9, we may assume that %>, 
is contained in %+. 
3. LIE SPACES OVER FIELDS OF CHARACTERISTIC 0 
Nelson [ 171 and Nichols-Weisfeiler [l&28] study an algebraic struc- 
ture, exhibited by the set of C” tangent vector fields on a C” manifold, 
which combines the structures of module over the ring of C” functions on 
the manifold and of Lie ring. These structures are linked by a mapping into 
the set of derivations of the ring of functions. We follow Nichols-Weisfeiler 
in assuming that the ring of functions is a field, thus changing the 
geometric model to the vector space of meromorphic tangent vector fields 
over the field of meromorphic functions on a connected open subset of a 
connected complex analytic manifold (see Appendix). 
Let F be a field of characteristic 0. A Lie space over F is a vector space P 
over F (not necessarily finite-dimensional), on which is defined a structure 
of Lie ring, such that the additive groups of the vector space and the Lie 
ring coincide, together with a homomorphism 8: P + Der F satisfying the 
condition that for p, q E P, fin %, 
L-P, fql =fCPY 41+ (Pf )q, 
where pf = a(p)f. (Nichols-Weisfeiler [ 18, 281.) We shall denote the Lie 
space structure on P by (P, a) when necessary. 
Clearly, the set Der F of derivations of F is a Lie space over F, with a the 
identity map. However, 8 need not be injective. The non-injectivity of 8 is 
intrinsic to the geometric model since in contrast to the C” case, the map- 
ping that assigns to a meromorphic tangent vector field a “directional 
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derivative” operator on the field of meromorphic functions is not always 
injective (not enough meromorphic functions)--see Appendix. In the 
extreme case when 8 is the 0 map, P is a Lie algebra over F. In general, P is 
a Lie algebra over the field C of constants of c?(P) in F. 
If (P, a) and (P’, 8) are Lie spaces over F, a homomorphism cp: P + P’ is 
both a homomorphism of vector spaces over F and a homomorphism of 
Lie rings, and satisfies the additional condition that ll’(cp(p))= 8(p) 
(Nelson [ 171). Clearly, 8, itself, is a homomorphism of Lie spaces over F. 
Suppose rp: P + P’ is a nonzero homomorphism of vector spaces over F 
and of Lie rings. Let PEP and f~ F. Let q be an element of F such that 
(p(q) # 0. Then 
(PCPI fql= [V(P), fd4)l 
=fCv(P)v (P(q)1 + (d’(cp(P))f) (P(q)- 
Also, 
CPCP, fql = cp(fCP, 41+ (J(p)f)q) 
= fCP(P)v d4)1+ d(P) t-v(q). 
Since (p(q) # 0, #(q(p)) = 8(p). So, cp is homomorphism of Lie spaces over 
F. In particular, if 8 is nonzero and 8’ is the 0 mapping, there is no nonzero 
homomorphism of vector spaces over F and Lie rings from P into P’. 
If P is a Lie space over F, a subspace Q over F of P is a Lie subspace of 
P if Q is a subring of the Lie ring P. A Lie subspace Z that is an ideal of the 
Lie ring is a Lie ideal of P if Zc ker 8 (Nelson [ 171). If Z is a Lie ideal of P, 
the vector space P/Z over F of cosets p = p + Z has defined on it a structure 
of Lie ring with the same additive group. Since Zc ker 8, the formula 
8(p) = a(p) defines a homomorphism of Lie spaces over F. So, (P/Z, 3) is a 
Lie space over F. Clearly, the quotient homomorphism from the vector 
space P to the vector space P/Z is a homomophism of Lie spaces over F. 
Let P be a Lie space over F such that J(P) is finite-dimensional over F. 
Then, as Nichols-Weisfeiler remarks, 8(P) has a commuting basis. For, we 
may suppose that the dimension of C?(P) over F is a positive integer m. Let 
f be in F and let df be the element of the dual space of a(P) over F whose 
value at 6 in i?(P) is SJ The subspace of the dual space generated over F by 
{df/f E F} must equal the dual space. If not, there would exist a nonzero 
element 6 E d(P) such that Sf is 0 for all f E F. So, we can find x1, . . . . x, in 
F such that dx,, . . . . dx, form a basis of the dual space over F. Let 6,, . . . . 6, 
be the dual basis. Since 6,x, = 1 if i= j and 0 otherwise, [S,, Sj]xk = 0, 
1 s k < m. Since [S,, Sj] E a(P), it is zero. 
Let P be a Lie space over F such that a(P) is finite-dimensional over F. 
Since 8(P) has a commuting basis, a(P) is a simple Lie ring (Ree [ 191). In 
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particular, d(P) is a simple Lie algebra over the field C of constants of d(P) 
in F, 
Let P be a Lie space over F and let V be a vector space over F. Let 
V: P x I’+ V be an action of the additive group of P on the additive group 
of V. Then V is a P-connection on V if for p E P, u E I’, f E F, 
1” KG4 4) =fVp, 4); 
2” VP9 fq) =fVP- 9) + (Pfh 
Clearly, V: P x F + F, defined by the formula V(p, f) = 8(p) f = &defines 
a connection of P on the one-dimensional vector space F. Note that V is 
bilinear over C, but not over F. 
If F’ is a subfield of F, we denote by 62( V, F’) the vector space over F 
of transformations of V linear over F’. 62( V, F’) is also a Lie algebra over 
F’ relative to the Lie product [cr, /I] = c( 0 fl - /3 0 c1 of linear transformations 
over F’. We are particularly interested in F’ = C and F’ = F. 
A P-connection V on I’ induces a mapping cp, linear over F, from the 
vector space P over F into the vector space 6f?( V, C) over F. q(p)(x) = 
V(p, x) for p E P, x E V. q(p) satisfies the condition that cp(p)(fx) = 
fq(p)x + (pf)x. Following Nichols-Weisfeiler, we call cp a P-structure on 
V. If cp in Q’(P, GX?( I’, C)) satisfies this condition, then cp is the P-structure 
on V associated with the connection V whose value at (p, x) is q(p)(x). 
Thus, p(p) is a differential transformation of V in the sense of Jacobson 
[ 133. If p E ker 8, q(p) E 6!2( V, F). Also, if rp and cp’ are P-structures on V, 
evidently, cp - cp’ E a’( P, Wi!( V, F)). 
Let L be a Lie algebra over F. If F’ is a subfield of F, we denote by 
Der(L, F’) the vector space over F and Lie algebra over F’ of derivations 
of L that are linear over F’. Let V be a P-connection on the vector space L 
over F. The associated P-structure cp is called a Lie P-structure if, for p in 
P, q(p) is in Der(L, C). 
A P-connection V on V is flat if for p, q E P, x E V, V( [p, q], x) = 
VP, Vq, x)) -V(q, VP, x)), i.e., V is flat if its associated P-structure 
cp: P + 652( V, C) is a homomorphism of Lie rings. Suppose V is flat and 
p~kercp. Then, for f EF, XE V, O=(p)(fx)=fq(p)(x)+(pf)x=(pf)x. 
Therefore, p is in ker 8. It follows that we can endow q(P) with a structure 
of Lie space over F, by defining d(cp(p) = d(p), which is such that rp is a 
homomorphism of Lie spaces over F. 
If I’ and V’ are vector spaces over F and q: P+ (lif!( k’, C) and 
cp’: P + 6!2( I”, C) are P-structures, a homomorphism r: I’+ V’ of vector 
spaces over F is a P-homomorphism if, for x E V and p E P, r(rp(p)x) = 
V’(P)(T(x)). 
Let V be a P-connection on a vector space V over F, with associated 
P-structure cp: P + 6f?( V, C). 6!2( k’, F) is a subspace over F of the vector 
space 6f?( I’, C) over F and is a Lie subalgebra over C of the Lie algebra 
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6e( I’, C). Moreover, B!i?( V, F) is a Lie algebra over F in the induced 
structure. V extends to a Lie P-connection on 65?( V, F). Define V(p, T) = 
C~J(P), 71, for P E P, T E tX?( I’, F). (It is easy to see that [q(p), r] is linear 
over F.) Clearly, the Lie P-connection on 6f?( I’, F) is flat if and only if the 
P-connection on V is flat. If L is a Lie algebra over F and rp is a Lie 
P-structure on L, the extended Lie P-structure on Wi?(L, F) restricts to Lie 
P-structures on Der(L, F) and on ad L, where ad L is the Lie subalgebra 
over F of Der(L, F) consisting of all derivations of the form y H [x, y], 
x E L. Indeed, [q(p), ad x] = ad(cp(p))(x). For ease of notation, whenever 
possible we will write px, pr, etc., instead of q(p)(x), [q(p), r], etc. 
Let V” be a vector space over C and let I’= F@, V”. We define a flat 
P-connection on V by the formula V(p, f @ u) = pf @ u. If V is any P-con- 
nection on a vector space V over F and cp is its associated P-structure, the 
set I/rp(p) of v in V such that po = 0 for all p E P is a subspace over C of V, if 
V has finite dimension n over F, then V rp(p) has dimension n over C since 
any set of elements of V pp(p) linearly independent over C is linearly indepen- 
dent over F. If V= FV”“‘, then V is P-isomorphic over F to F& V”‘. 
Following Nichols-Weisfeiler, we say that V defines a split P-structure on 
V. If this is the case, then ker cp = ker 8. If the dimension of V over F is n, 
then V defines a split P-structure on I’ if and only if the dimension of Vrp(“’ 
over C is n. Clearly, every split P-structure on V is flat, but not every flat 
P-structure on V splits. If the dimension of V over F is n and B = 
(b i, . . . . 6,) is an ordered basis of V over F, there is a unique P-connection 
V, on V such that VB(‘) = I’: = CB. Of course, the associated P-structure 
is split. If p E P, and x = x:1=, fibi, then px = XI=, ( pjJbi. 
Let L be a Lie algebra over F of finite dimension n. Let V be a P-connec- 
tion on L whose associated P-structure cp defines a split Lie P-structure on 
L. Then L has an ordered basis B in L H’) In particular, the structure . 
scalars ciik of L relative to B all lie in C. Thus, L has a split Lie P-structure 
if and only if L has an ordered basis over F whose structure scalars are 
P-constants. 
Let V be a vector space over F on which there is defined a P-connection 
(for example, let V be finite-dimensional over F). Let GL( V, F) be the 
group of invertible transformations of I’ that are linear over F. GL( V, F) 
acts “by conjugation” on Q’(P, tX?( V, C)); if UE GL( V, F) and 
cp~sZ’(P, tX?(V, C)), (6-1~~)(p)=a-‘~rp(p)~a, PEP. If cp is a P-struc- 
ture on V, then so is a-‘cpa. (q(p) and a-’ 0 q(p) 0 0 are similar differential 
transformations.) Fix a P-structure cp on V. We define the logarithmic 
q-differential da of cr to be the element of sZ’(P, 6S?( I’, F)) such that for 
PEP 
da(p)=a-‘o(pa), where pa = [V(P), al, 
(Nichols-Weisfeiler [ 18, 281). Then, 0 - ‘~0 = cp + do. 
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Fix a P-structure ‘p’ on V. Then, if cp is any P-structure on V, there is a 
unique w E@(P, 62( V, F)) such cp = cp” + w. If doa denotes the 
logarithmic cp”-differential of 0, then 
o-‘pzr=(pO+dOa+a-‘wo. 
Thus, fixing a P-structures induces an action of GL( V, F) on 
Q’(P, 62( V, F)), viz. WH doa+ ~‘gcr. We call this action Loewy con- 
&g&ion (Cassidy DAG [4, Chap. VI). Conjugacy classes of P-structures 
on V correspond to Loewy conjugacy classes of M?( V, F)-valued l-forms 
on P. We now suppose ‘p” is associated with a flat connection. Then cp = 
cp” + w is associated with a flat connection if and only if 
dw+$[w,w]=O, (1) 
for P, q E R where 2dwh q) = cp”(p)(w(q)) - cp”(q)(w(p)) - ~CP, ql), and 
Co, ~I(P, 4) = CW(P), 4q)l. Of course, cp”(pMw(q)) = Crp”bh 4q)l. 
It is easy that if w satisfies the “integrability” condition (l), then so does 
the l-form doa + 6’wc associated with the conjugate ~‘cpb. 
We now assume that V has finite dimension n. Fix an ordered basis B = 
(b , , . . . . b,) of V over F, and let cp” be the split P-structure on V determined 
by El. Let q be an arbitrary P-structure on V and write rp = cp” + w, 
w E Q’(P, W2( V, F)). 
We first observe that ker cp is contained in ker 8 n ker w. For, suppose 
0 = q(p). Then cp(p)(b,) = cp’(p)(b,) + w(p)(bj) = w(p)(bj) since bj E Vlpcp). 
But, since w(p) is linear over F, this implies that w(p) = 0. Therefore, 
0 = q(p) = q’(p), whence p E ker rp” n ker w. 
We now use the basis El to extend cp” to a split Lie P-structure on the Lie 
algebra (liQ(n, F) over F of n x n matrices with entries in F. Let a = [aij] be 
in @X(n, F) and let p E P. Define q’(p)(a) = [pug]. The standard basis eij, 
where eii has 1 in the (i, j) position and 0 in every position, is in 
(Sfi?(n, F)qp(p). 
Let ZE 62( I’, F) and let Mn(r) = [tii] be the matrix of r with respect 
to B. 
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So, MB(cpo(p)(r)) = cp’(p)(M&r)). Thus, the matrix representation pe: 
QX?( V, F) + Bg(n, F) relative to B is a P-isomorphism. 
NOW, CP(P)(~~) = W(P)(bj) = CI= 1 o,(p)b,. So, o determines an element 
[wii] of @(P, BQ(n, F)) Let PEP and let P= [c+(P)]. We define a 
P-structure on (Sie(n, F) by the formula 
dP)(U) = pa + r, 
where P~=(PO(P)(U)= [Pug]. If x=C;=I xibi, then c~(P)(x)= 
CI= 1 (Pxi + Xi”= I Oij(P)fi)bi* 
We now assume that P has finite dimension r over F and fix an ordered 
basis (p, , . . . . p,) of P over F, with structure scalars fvk, such that 
ap 1, . . . . ap, commute. In particular, [pi, pi] E ker a, i = 1, . . . . r, j = 1, . . . . r. 
Thus, since ker a = ker rp”, [rp”(p,), cp”(pj)] = cp”( [p,, pi]) = 0. So, 
CV(Pl), cP(Pj)l =rP”(Pi)(O(Pj))-cPo(Pj)(w(Pi))+ CotPi), 4Pj)l. 
So, the connection V associated with cp is flat if and only if 
Piw(Pj) - PjO(Pi) = 2 fi/kdPk) - CotPi), O(Pj)lv 
k=l 
(2) 
where PiO(Pj) = [I’, o(Pj)], I= 1, . . . . I, j= 1, . . . . r. 
Note. If pi and pi are in ker a, then cp’(p,) = cp”(pj) = 0. Therefore, (2) 
reduces to the Maurer-Cartan equation on the Lie algebra ker a over F. 
Let Ti = M,(o(pi)), i= 1, . . . . r. Then V is flat if and only if P,, . . . . P,. 
satisfy the integrability conditions 
pirj- pjri = -[r,,rj]- 2 f&-k. (3) 
k=l 
If ker a = 0, the integrability conditions (2) reduce to 
Pia - PjMPi) = - Cw(Pi), O(Pj)lT 
and the integrability conditions (3) reduce to 
(2’) 
pirj - pjri = - [ri, rj]. (3’) 
In the case when P = %! A and pi = di, i = 1, . . . . m, the integrability con- 
ditions on the matrices rr, . . . . r,,, are those of Cassidy DAG [4, Chap. V]. 
Let a = [Q] E GL(n, F). Define the logarithmic differential (dOa) = 
a-‘pa, where pa= [pi]. We define the Loewy action of GL(n, F) on 
Bi?(n, F) x . . . x W(n, F) 
r 
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by the formula 
(x , , *.., xr)H(CI-‘pla+a-‘x,a, . . . . a-‘p,a+a-‘x,a). 
In the case when P = %! A, this is the Loewy action of Cassidy, DAG. 
4. A-F-Lra SPACES OVER ?iZ/&- 
Let P be a Lie space over the universal A-field &. Suppose P is an 
s-vector-space over %! of dimension r. We endow P with the 
A-94opology. Suppose the Lie product is a A-F-mapping and that 
lJ(P,) c 9 A (in particular, 8 is an F-mapping). Then we call P a 
A-F-Lie space over @IX. We should note that Cs = ker a is an F-Lie 
algebra over Q in the induced structure. Let (p, , . . . . p,) be an ordered basis 
of P rational over 9. Then (p,, . . . . p,) is also an ordered basis of PT over 
9, and P is isomorphic as a vector space over 4!/ to Q @13F P*. P, is a 
subring of the Lie ring P since the Lie product is defined over 9. Define 
a,: P, + Der 9 by the formula 8, (p) = a(p) This defines on P, the 
structure of Lie space over 9. Note that P can also be regarded as a 
A-F-Lie algebra over X. 
Let (P, 8) be a Lie space of dimension r over a field F. Let A = 
16 1, . . . . 6,) be a commuting basis of a(P), let 9 denote the induced A-field 
structure on F, and let 9 be a universal A-extension field of 9. Then every 
derivation a(p) in a(P) has associated with it a unique element T(p) of 
9 A whose restriction to F is a(p). Moreover, a’(p) is defined over 9. 
Thus, we have a mapping a’: P + B A t % A, which is evidently a mapping 
of Lie spaces over F, Let P’ = %! OF P. Define a’: P’ + % A by the 
formulad’(uOp)=u~‘(p).Define[u,Op,,u2~p2l=u,u2O[p,,p2]+ 
(u, alp,)u2 @p2 -(u2~‘p2)u, @p,. This defines on P’ a structure of 
A-R-Lie space over f&/X such that P = P$ and d = a>. 
Notes. 1. An interesting class of A-F-Lie spaces over 4Y/X is provided 
by J. F. Ritt’s differential groups [21]. For example, let A = (6) and let 
4!Y2 =@ x & be the underlying vector space of P. Define [(u,, u2), (v,, v2)] 
=(u26vl -v,~u,,u,~v, -0,6v,). Define B(u,,u2)=u2S. kerd is the 
l-dimensional abelian Lie algebra 8, over 9. P is the A-F-Lie algebra 
over X associated with one of Ritt’s differential groups of third sub- 
stitutional type. See Ritt [21], Cassidy [S], Nichols-Weisfeiler [18, 281, 
Wilczynski [29, p. 51. 
2. +Y A is, of course, a A-Q-Lie space over e/.X, with 8 the identity 
mapping. 
3. Every F-Lie algebra over @, equipped with the A-P-topology, is 
a A-F-Lie space over a/X, with d the 0 mapping. 
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Let P be a A-F-Lie space over %!JX. A Lie subspace of P over Q that is 
defined over 9 is called a A-F-Lie subspace over @Z/X (or simply a 
A-closed Lie subspace over @IX) of P. The A-F-Lie subspaces over a/X 
of Q A were studied in [4, Chap. V] and in Sit [26]. 
Let Q be an P-vector subspace over 9 of P = Q A. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
1” Q is a A-F-Lie subspace over a/X of 9 A. 
2” Q has a commuting f-rational basis over %. 
3” Let X, be the algebraically closed subfield of % consisting of all u 
in~suchthat6u=Ofor6~Q.If6~~Aznf6u=OforalluinX~,then6 
is in Q (completeness). We call Xo the field of constants of Q. 
4” There is a commuting s-rational basis {E,, . . . . sk 1 of Q over % 
such that if y is a A-indeterminate over a!, ai y, . . . . sk y form a characteristic 
set (Kolchin DAAG [14) for the A-ideal they generate (integrability) 
(Cassidy DAG [4], Kolchin DAG [16], Sit [26]). 
Notes. 1. We can complete {cl, . . . . .sk} to a Y-rational commuting basis 
of Q A over %! (Kolchin DAG [ 16]), where Y is a finitely A-generated 
A-extension field of 9 in 9. We interpret this geometrically in the 
Appendix. 
2. If A(Q) is an g-rational commuting basis over Q of Q, then 9 is 
a A(Q)-field, and Q is a A(Q)-field universal over 9. We can replace A by 
A(Q) and talk about the A(Q)-topology, etc. 
The following result of Sit [26] is useful in the sequel. 
Let G be a A-F-subgroup of the additive group G, of @ (G is the 
solution set of a finite set of homogeneous linear differential equations), 
and let X’ be the set of u E Q such that uG c G. Then there is a unique 
A-T-Lie subspace Q of Q A over a/X such that X ’ = Xo. Thus, X ’ is an 
algebraically closed, A-9-closed, subfield of ‘% containing X (X is a 
A-f-subring of 4 in the sense of [16]). Furthermore, G is a vector space 
over X’, and, if A(Q) is an F-rational commuting basis of Q over Q, then 
G is A(Q)-closed. 
Let 9 and 9’ be A-F-Lie algebras over X. A homomorphism a: 
B + 9’ of Lie algebras over X is a A-F-homomorphism over X if u is a 
A-9-homomorphism from the additive group of 9 into the additive group 
of 9’. If we do not wish to refer to the field of definition, we will call a a 
A-rational homomorphism over X. If B and 8’ are both affine, the coor- 
dinate functions of o! are homogeneous, linear differential polynomials. If 
9’ is a subalgebra of @Z(N, %), we will call a a A-F-linear representation, 
or, simply, a A-rational linear representation. 
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THEOREM 1. Let (P, 8) be a A-F-Lie space over %/X and let !i? = ker ir. 
Then there is an injective A-F-linear representation of 2. Let Q be a 
A-F-Lie subspace over 42fY of P. If there is a nontrivial A-rational linear 
representation of Q, then Q c 2. There are no nontrivial A-rational linear 
representations of P/2. 
Notes. 1. If Q d 2, since 8Q is nonzero, we know that there is no 
homomorphism of Lie spaces over a/X from Q into Wi?(N, @). The 
theorem is stronger. It rules out nontrivial linear representations involving 
derivatives of the coordinate functions on Q. 
2. 52 is the unique maximal linear A-F-Lie subspace over s/X of P. 
It does not contain all linear A-8-subalgebras over X of P. For example, 
let A = {S}. P = @ A has no proper nonzero Lie A-9-subspaces over a/X, 
but, all its proper AX-Lie subalgebras over X are linear of dimension 6 3 
over X. 
Proof of the theorem. !i? is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over @ that 
has an F-structure. It follows from Ado’s Theorem (Bourbaki [2, Part I, 
Chaps. 1-3, p. 721) that f? is g-linear, i.e., there is a natural number N and 
an injective homomorphism p over 4?, defined over 9, from 52 into 
BQ(N, %!). Since p is an 8-homomorphism linear over @‘, p is a 
A-%-homomorphism, linear over X (of “order zero”). 
Let Q be a A-F-Lie subspace over @IX of P, and suppose Q is not con- 
tained in f?. Suppose there is a nontrivial A-rational homomorphism p 
from Q into (lif?(N, a’). Let q be an element of Q not in L! u ker p, and let 
R = 9q. R is a A-closed Lie subspace over e/X of Q. Since 52 is a vector 
space over a’, R n L! = 0, whence dl R is an isomorphism of A-closed Lie 
spaces over %!/X (and of A-algebraic Lie algebras over X) from R onto 
Q 6, where 6 =8(q). Let 0 be a A-rational automorphism over X of 4 6. 
Then 0 is a fortiori a A-rational automorphism of the additive group 6, of 
4 6. Therefore, there is an element b of 6, such that ~(u 6) = (bu) 6 
(Cassidy DAG [4]). Now, a[u 6, u S] = [o(u 6), c(v 6)]. Therefore, 
b(u6v-v &)a= b*(uSv-vUu), whence b= 1. So, R has no A-rational 
automorphism other than the identity automorphism. By Ree’s Theorem, 
% 6, hence R, is a simple Lie ring. Therefore, R n ker p = 0. But, then, R 
has an injective A-rational linear representation. Since every such 
A-algebraic Lie algebra over X has a A-rational automorphism that is not 
the identity automorphism, Q must be contained in 2. Since P/2 is clearly 
isomorphic as a A-F-Lie space over e/X of 4 A, P/2 has no nontrivial 
A-rational linear representations. 
Note. The basic structure of a A-F-Lie space over S/X is reminiscent 
of the structure of a connected algebraic group G described by Chevalley’s 
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Structure Theorem. G has a maximal linear connected algebraic subgroup 
L, which is of course normal. G/L is an abelian variety, which, in par- 
ticular, has no nontrivial rational linear representations. (See Rosenlicht 
[23], Kolchin DAAG [14.) 
Let P be a A-%-Lie space over e/X and let Y be an n-dimensional 
%-vector space over @. Fix an %-rational basis B = (6,, . . . . 6,) of Y over 
9, with associated P-connection V” and split P-structure cp’. Let V be a 
P-connection on Y with P-structure cp and 65(v, &)-valued l-form o. 
Thus, we recall (Sect. 2) cp = cp” + w. We fix these data throughout this 
section. 
DEFINITION. V is a P-%-connection on Y if o is defined over %. In this 
case, we call cp a P-%-structure on Y. 
Clearly, V is a P-%-connection on 9’ if and only if for p E P,, M,(w,) 
is in %Q(N, 9). Equally evident is the fact that a P-%-connection is a 
A-%-map from P + V + V. 
The definitions of rationality over % of a connection is independent of 
the choice of %-rational basis B. For, let B’ be an %-rational basis over @ 
of 9’“, with associated split P-structure cp’. Write cp = (p’ + c~‘. Then there is 
a matrix a E GL(n, 9) such that for p E P, 
M,(o’(p))=a-‘pa+a-‘M,(o(p))a. 
Thus, MBI(ml(p)) E92(n, %) if and only if M,(o(p)) E 92(n, %). 
Now, suppose V is a P-%-connection. Then Yqp(‘) is clearly a A-%-vec- 
tor subspace over X of ^ Y- (usually infinite-dimensional over X). However, 
it has another structure more intimately related to the connection. Let 
A(P)= {cl, . . . . cd} be an %-rational basis over 9 of c?(P). Let q,, . . . . qr be 
an %-rational basis over @ of ker 8 and complete it to an F-rational basis 
over @ of P by adjoining p,, . . . . pd such that J(pk) = .Q, k = 1, . . . . d. Let 
Y, 3 ..-, y, be coordinate functions on f relative to the basis B. Then Yrp(” 
is the set of zeros of the following system of homogeneous linear differential 
polynomials: 
i Wij(qk) Yj? i = 1, . . . . n, k = 1, . . . . d, 
j=l 
%Yi + i q(Pk)Yj, i= 1 , . . . . n, k = 1, . . . . d. 
j=l 
Endow Y with the A(P)-%-topology. Y+‘(‘) is A(P)-%-closed. Also, Yrp(‘) 
is a vector space over Xp of dimension < n (Sect. 3). Furthermore, let t E Q 
be such that t fe(” c Yrp(p). Let p E P and u E YecP). Then 0 = cp(p)( tu) = 
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(pt)tl+ t(cp(p)v) = (pr)u. So, if Yeq”’ # 0, X, is the set of t E JZ such that 
lYq(‘) c Yp(‘). Clearly, cp splits if and only if Y = %!Yw(“, which occurs if 
and only if dim Yqp(‘) = n. 
DEFINITION. Let 99 be a A(P)-extension field of 9 in a. A P-F-connec- 
tion V on V defines a Ssplit P-F-structure cp on Y if 9’” has a g-rational 
basis over % consisting of elements of Yqp(‘). 
EXAMPLE. Let A = {6}, let P = Q! 6, and let 9’” = s/(2,%!). Let 
v’+‘(‘) is defined by the differential polynomials 
bYI, - Y21 
hYl2 + Yll 
6Y2, 
YII + Y22. 
It is easy to see that 
y-o(P) - - 
I( 
at+b -ww2+~f+c) 
a -(at+b) )I 
a bEX tE4 al=1 
, 3 9 
1. 
V is a A-Q-connection on s/(2, %!). The matrices (A 1; ), (E A), (;lf2 1 $i4) are 
in Y@‘(‘) and are linearly independent over 4%. So, rp is Q(t)-split, but not 
Q-split. Indeed, q does not split over an algebraic extension of Q since the 
only constant matrices in Yqp(‘) are the matrices (8 i), k E X. 
The above example shows that a split P-structure on Y need not split 
over a field of definition of its associated connection. We observed earlier 
that every split P-connection is flat. It is natural to ask whether every flat 
P-?F-connection on 9’” splits and if so, whether it splits over a constrained 
or even a A(P)-Picard-Vessoit extension of 9 (Kolchin [14]). The latter is 
important if 9 has geometric significance. What is the nature of the 
“functions” one must adjoin to 9 in order to construct a basis of Y 
consisting of elements of Ys(‘)? 
A moment’s reflection tells us that the nature of the Lie space P of 
operators influences the splitting of its connections. Let, for example, P be 
an F-Lie algebra 2 over % acting on itself by the adjoint action. Thus, 
V(p, v) = [p, u]. Then, v E 2 q(P) if and only u lies in the center of 52. It 
follows that the adjoint connection splits if and only if f? is abelian. 
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Now, let 2 = ker d. f? is an S-Lie algebra over Q (in the structure 
induced by that of P) of dimension s dim P. Since ker ‘p”= ker 8, qJe = 
o 1 B. Suppose V is flat. Then cp is a homomophism of Lie rings, whence o 1 r
is a homomorphism of Lie algebras over %!. cp 1 B = o I I! defines an !&con- 
nection on Y. Now, Y+‘(‘) = VU(‘) = {u E Y I cp(p)(v) = o(p)(v) = 0 for 
PE Q}. Clearly, YecP)c Y+‘(‘), and Y”(‘) is a subspace over 9 of Y. 
Now, if V is flat, ker cp is an ideal of P that is also a subspace over Q of the 
vector space P. Therefore, ker cp c ker 8. It follows that a necessary 
condition for the splitting of V is that F”(‘) = Y, which is equivalent 
to saying that ker cp = ker 8. We shall prove that this condition is also 
sufficient. Now, we assume that V is a flat P-F-connection on Y. 
We make some choices that will hold in the proofs of the theorems that 
follow. 
Let A(P) = (Ed, . . . . .Q) be an ordered F-rational commuting basis of 
8(P). Since d is an p-map linear over 42, we can find pl, . . . . pd, rational 
over 9, such that a(~,) = E,, I = 1, . . . . d. Of course, p, , . . . . pd are linearly 
independent over 9. If 2 = ker 8 is not zero, let (ql, . . . . ql) be an ordered 
g-rational basis over 4 of 2. If 2 = 0, (pl, . . . . pd) is an ordered T-rational 
basis over +2 of P. Otherwise, (p,, . . . . pd, q,, . . . . qr) is an ordered 
p-rational basis over +2 of P. We choose this basis of P over Q having 
chosen A(P). It has the useful property that the Lie product of any two 
basis elements is in 2 = ker d. More precisely, there exists YAP,,, gl,,, , h,,, in 
9 such that 
CPA, Pal = i f&?,v 1 = 1, . ..) d, p=l,..., d, 
q=l 
CPA, 4rl= i g&i,q,, 1 = 1, . . . . d, ,a = 1, . . . . r, 
q=l 
CqAv qal= i bqv 1 = 1, . . . . r, ~1 = 1, . . . . r, 
q=l 
the second, since !2 is an ideal of P. 
We introduce A-coordinates y, , . . . . y, in “Y, relative to the F-rational 
basis El. This enables us to identify, in the sequel, the vector space Y with 
49”. Let v =z;= i ujbj be a vector in -Y and let foe{ y,, . . . . y,}. We say 
that v is a zero off if f(v, , . . . . vn) = 0. The following theorem tells us that 
*Y0(L?) has a basis over 42 of vectors in Yip(‘). 
THEOREM 2. Let P be a A-Y-Lie space over 33/X-, and let Y be an 
n-dimensional .F-vector space over 49. Let V be a flat P-F-connection on Y 
with P-structure cp. Let L! = ker a. Then V+‘(‘) is Zariski dense in VW(‘). 
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COROLLARY 1. The dimension over Xr of the vector space I “VP(P) equals 
the dimension over Q of V”(r). 
COROLLARY 2. A flat P-F-connection V on 9’” defines a split P-structure 
cp on V if and only if ker cp = ker d. 
COROLLARY 3. Let P be a A-S-Lie subspace over S/X of 42 A. Ever] 
flat P-F-connection on a finite-dimensional F-vector space 9’ over @ 
defines a split structure cp on V. 
Proof Since ker cp c ker d and B is injective, ker cp = ker d = 0. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2. Let f, = M,(w(pt)), I= 1, . . . . d. 
If !i! # 0, let B, = M&m(q,)), I= 1, . . . . r. Then r, = [riil] and B, = [biil] are 
in Q!G(n, 9). Since V is flat, the matrices f, and B, satisfy the integrability 
conditions (mutatis mutandis): 
The last conditions reflect the fact that w(~ is a homomorphism of Lie 
algebras over a’. 
Let v = c;= 1 vjej be in Y. Then 
Cp(Pl)(V) = jJJ ( &,lvj + kc, Yjkivk) ej, 
If 2 zo, cP(q,)(v) = w(q,)(v) 
= i ($, b,,v,) ej, I= 1, . . . . r. 
j=l 
Place on Y the structure of A(P)-F-vector space over Q. Then y,, . . . . y, 
are A( P)-indeterminates over 9. F’(‘) is defined by the following 
homogeneous linear A( P)-polynomials in 9 { y , , . . . . y, }dCp) : 
d!i=EIYj+ i yjkiykr I= 1, . ..) d, j=l,..., n, 
k=l 
9~ = f bj/c,Yk, I= 1, . . . . r, j = 1, . . . . n (if 32 # 0). 
k=l 
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It follows immediately that V+‘(‘) is a d(P)-@-subspace over XP of V. 
Let L be the ideal in F{ y1 , . . . . yq}d(P) generated by (5$), I= 1, . . . . r, 
j= 1, . . . . n if 2 # 0, and let I. = 0 otherwise. Let A be the defining d(P)-ideal 
of ,Y-qp(P) in Q{y,, . . . . ynjdcP). Let A be the set of polynomials dO, 
I=1 ,..., d, j=l,..., n. We shall show that A = [A] + I, and that An 
WY, 7 .*., Yn)C~n*CY,,..., y,]. It will follow that every polynomial in 
WY,, . . . . y,] that vanishes on V’(‘) vanishes on P”), and, thus, that 
VW(‘) is the Zariski closure of Vqp(‘). We rank the A( P)-indeterminates 
E;’ . . . s2yj lexicographically with respect to (Cf=, ei, q,, . . . . al, j). We 
choose the leader of JX$ to be sIyj. We show that A is L-coherent (Kolchin 
DAAG [ 143). 
For the sake of notational simplicity, we let y= (y,, . . . . y,)‘, &, = 
.qy + Try, 9, = B, y. Then JZ$ is the jth coordinate of & and -rz;i s the jth 
coordinate of 9,. 
The first coherence condition is 
C,. The ideal IL has a set of generators partially reduced 
relative to A (they contain no proper derivatives of the E,Y~s). 
C, is clearly satisfied by the polynomials YU if II # 0 and by 0 if lL = 0. 
The second coherence condition is 
C2. [h] c [A] + L. 
C2 is clearly satisfied if IL = 0. So, suppose IL # 0. It is not hard to see that it 
suffices to show that E* YPj E [A] + L, A = 1, . . . . d, 1= 1, . . . . r, j = 1, . . . . n. 
Ed yp = Ei(Bp Y 1 
= (El qJ Y + ql(El Y) 
so, Ei~~=~~~~-r~~~+C~=,g~w~~. 
It is clear that .sl YPj, which is the jth coordinate of si YP, is a linear 
combination with coefficients in Q of the polynomials dAj, j= 1, . . . . n, YPj, 
j= 1, . . . . n, Yvi, j = 1, . . . . n. So, C2 is satisfied. 
The third coherence condition is 
C,. Given il, p, j, I = 1, . . . . d, p = 1, . . . . d, j = 1, . . . . n, if v is a 
common derivative Of E* yj and Of Ed yj, say v = oEA yj = o'Ep yj, 
then &xIAj - tY&Nj E (A,) + IL, where A, is the set of all zP, with 
PE A, 7 E 8, and ~~~ is of lower rank P, up the leader of P. 
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It suffices to consider the lowest common derivative u = aclsI. yj = EWE, J;
(the mixed second partial derivatives). The polynomials rP must all have 
order 0. We again use the integrability conditions: 
s~,&~~~-~~~~=r~~~--~~~+C~=,f~~~~~. 
As we saw above, E~ dlj -E, &ii is in (A) + [L. So, C3 is satisfied if II # 0. 
If IL = 0, we obtain 
whence Ed dFj - E, dAj E (A). Thus, A is h-coherent. If L = 0, it follows that, 
since [A] is linear homogeneous, A is a characteristic set for [A] and 
there is no nonzero polynomial in [A] of order 0. Clearly, A = [A], 
whence Yrp(‘) is Zariski dense in Y. So, suppose II #O. Since A is 
L-coherent, and since the polynomials Ypj, which generate II, are reduced 
with respect o A, and each polynomial in A is of degree 1 in its leader, it 
follows that [A] + IL is a A(P)-ideal and that every element of [A] + II of 
order 0 is in II. Clearly, the defining A(P)-ideal A of Ye(‘) equals [A] + IL, 
since the two A(P)-ideals have the same generators. 
Note. The concept of coherence (O-coherence) was invented by Rosen- 
feld [22]. Among its many virtues (see [14]), it enables us to test a finite 
set of differential polynomials for consistency and completeness. We first 
observed its link with the integrability conditions of Lie in [4]. The 
generalization to L-coherence, so useful here, is due to Kolchin. 
We now take P to be a Lie subspace over 9/X of 4 A. We saw above 
that if P and V are defined over 9, then Yq(p’ is both A-F-closed and 
A(P)-F-closed, where A(P) is a commuting s-rational basis over 4Y of P. 
The next theorem tells us that if Yrp(‘) is A&-closed, then P and V are 
defined over 9. 
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THEOREM 3. Let Y be an n-dimensional F-vector space over Q and let P 
be a A-B-Lie subspace over 49/X of 9 A, where 9 is a finitely A-generated 
extension of 9 in Q. Let V be a flat P-Y-connection on Y. Then P and V 
are defined over 9 if and only ly VVp(‘) is A-F-closed. 
Proof: Suppose Y-q(P) is A-F-closed; we again use the T-rational basis 
B to identify Y with 9”. The additive group of F’(‘) can be identified 
with a A-T-subgroup of Cz. As we observer earlier, Xp is the set of all 
t E 4 such that t YacP) c F’cp). Since Y is a A-F-set, Xp is the field of 
constants of a unique A-F-Lie subspace of %! A over %JX [26, 
Theorem 1.3, Chap. II]. Therefore, P is a A-p-Lie subspace over @/X of 
9 A. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2 that V’(‘) is a A(P)-f-set. 
Let r,, . . . . I-,, J&, A be as in the proof of Theorem 2. Then, since Q = 
ker 8=0, the defining A(P)-ideal A of F’(‘) in %{y,, . . . . yrt}d(pJ has 
characteristic set A, and, indeed, A = [A]. Since ?V’(‘) is a A(P)-F-set, A 
is defined over 9. Write r, = xi. i xaqk, I= 1, . . . . d, where vi = 1, q2, . . . . qs 
are linearly independent over 9 and xlk is in Wi?(n, 9), k= 1, . . . . s, 
I= 1, . . . . d. 
4=b,Y+&Y)+ i blkY)tlk 
k=2 
~~=&lYj+(XIIy)j+ i (xlkY)jqk. 
k=2 
Since A is defined over 9 and z%$ EA, E, yj + (x,, y)j and (x/k Y)~ are in A, 
j = 2, . . . . s. Since (xlk Y)~ is reduced with respect o A, k = 2, . . . . s, j= 1, . . . . n, 
I= 1, . ..) d, it is 0. Therefore, &I = a, y + xi, is in BQ(n, p), I= 1, . . . . d. Thus, 
V is defined over 9. 
5. THE ZARISKI DENSE A-F-LIE SUBALGEBRAS OVER 
X OF A SEMISIMPLE ~-LIE ALGEBRA OVER 4!! 
Let 2 be an n-dimensional semisimple T-Lie algebra over Q. If B is a 
Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of !& then S contains a basis of 
f? over Q. We show that B contains a basis of L! over Q, called a Chevalley 
basis, whose structure scalars are integers. Moreover, there is a A-F-Lie 
subspace P over %?/X of %! A and a P-structure cp on 52 such that 
9 = fp(P). 
Note. Let Y be an n-dimensional s-vector space over a’. If G is an 
F-subgroup of GL(V, %) (resp. an F-subgroup of GL(n, Q)), we denote 
by l(G) the Lie subalgebra over 9 of @X?(v, ‘4?) (resp. of (Se(n, ‘4!)) 
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associated with G. If 3” is an n’-dimensional F-vector space over a, if G’ 
is an F-subgroup of GL( V’, %!) (resp. of GL(n’, %)) and ~1: G -+ G’ is an 
9-homomophism, we denote by c1# the homomorphism of Lie algebras 
over @ from I(G) into I(G’). We should note that a”(l(G))=l(a(G)). (See 
c9, 11, 141). 
5.1. Regular Elements and Cartan Subalgebras of F-Lie Algebras over 49 
Let f? be an n-dimensional T-Lie algebra over @, and let p(t) = C;=, ai t’ 
be the characteristic polynomial of ad x, x E f?, where ad x is the derivation 
of (! over 9 that maps y onto [x, ~1. For each index i, the map xwa,(x) 
is a polynomial function on 52 with integer coefficients. Since x is in the 
kernel of ad x, so(x) = 0. The smallest index I such that a,(x) # 0 for some 
x in L! is called the rank of 2. x is a regular element of f? if a,(x) ~0. 
Clearly, the set R of regular elements of !i? is a non-empty F-open subset of 
52. If x is regular and rational over 9, the centralizer !$ of x in f! is a 
maximal nilpotent g-Lie subalgebra over 9 of f? of dimension I, called a 
Cartan subalgebra of L! (Jacobson [12]). So, 2 has a Cartan subalgebra 
defined over 9 if 2 has an F-rational regular element. We endow !i! with 
the structures of A-4-‘Lie algebra over 4P and A-F-Lie algebra over X. 
Let B be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 2. Since R is open 
in the Zariski topology, B must contain a regular element of L! that is 
d-constrained over 9, although not necessarily an F-rational regular 
element of 2. 
EXAMPLE. Let A = { 6} and consider the earlier example, where L! = 
~42, @) and B is defined by the differential equations 
6X II =x21 
6x,, = -x,1 
6x,, =o 
x11 +x22 - - 0. 
B is a Zariski dense A - Q-Lie subalgebra over X of s/(2, a). Indeed, 
9 = a-‘s/(2, X)a, where a = (A ;” ), and Ss = 1. x E S is a matrix of con- 
stants if and only if x = (8 t), k E X. Since an easy calculation shows that 
the rank of ~42, @) is 1, and the characteristic polynomial of ad x is - t3, 
x E B is a regular element of ~42, @) if and only if the discriminant of 
as2 + 2bs - c is different from 0. Thus, although B contains infinitely many 
regular elements of ~42, &), it contains none that are rational over Q. This 
example shows also that B does not necessarily contain a regular element 
of .5? rational over the algebraic closure of 9. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let L? be an g-Lie algebra over Q and let 9 be a 
Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 2. There is a finitely generated 
differential field extension B of 9 in St such that 9 contains a regular 
element of 2 that is rational over $9. 
Proof. Since B is defined over 9, it contains a regular element x that is 
rational over the constrained closure Ft of 9 in %. Let Y = 9(x). 
We now assume that 2 is semisimple. 
Since 52 is semisimple, if x is a regular element of !i?, ad x is a semisimple 
linear transformation of the n-dimensional vector space f? over %; i.e., L! 
has a basis of eigenvectors of ad x. Moreover, the Cartan subalgebra 5j 
determined by x is a maximal abelian Lie subalgebra over @ of 2. Further- 
more, if h E !& ad h is semisimple and, of course, $j equals its centralizer in 
!i?. Since 8 is abelian, !i? has a basis consisting of simultaneous eigenvectors 
of ad h, h E $s (Jacobson [12]). Let 9 be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie sub- 
algebra over X of 2. Throughout this section we shall assume that 9 is big 
enough so that 9 contains a regular element h of !2 that is rational over 9 
and that the Cartan subalgebra 4j determined by h splits over 9, i.e., 2 has a 
basis B of eigenvectors of ad 8 that are rational over 9. It is a theorem of 
Chevalley [8] that we can take El such that 5 contains a basis of 8 (eigen- 
value 0) and the structure scalars of 2 relative to B are integers, i.e., if 
x E B, the matrix of ad x relative to B is in GL(n, Z) (Humpreys [ 10, 
XXV.21). I3 is called a Chevalley basis of 52. Let pls: L! + W(n, &) be the 
s-homomorphism over ?& that assigns to x the matrix of ad x relative to B 
and let 2I = p u(Q). Since L? is semisimple, pe is an g-isomorphism from 2 
onto 2I. Since p&8) c 0!2(n, Z), ‘% is defined over Q. Thus, 2 is 
g-isomorphic over 9 to a semisimple Q-Lie subalgebra over % of 
Bf!(n, @). Furthermore, p,(B) is contained in the Q-Lie subalgebra 
a(n, %) of B!i?(n, %Y) consisting of all diagonal matrices, and p&s), itself, 
is defined over Q. pe(@), which is clearly the centralizer in 9I of the regular 
element pB(h) (Bourbaki [2, VII, 2]), is a Cartan subalgebra of %. Since 9l 
is a semisimple Q-Lie subalgebra over 4Y of 0Q(n, %), it is the Lie algebra 
l(A) of matrices of a connected semisimple Q-subgroup A of GL(n, ‘%). 
Moreover, pu(@) is the Lie algebra I(H) of matrices of a connected 
Q-subgroup H of A (Chevalley [7]; Hochschild [9, VIII.31). Since 
~~(6) c D(n, a), H is contained in the diagonal group D(n, a) (Kolchin 
DAG [16, VIII.121). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let !2 be a semisimple F-Lie algebra over Q and let S 
be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 2. Assume that 9 con- 
tains an F-rational regular element of 2, and that the Cartan subalgebra $j 
determined by this regular element splits over 9. Then, the normalizer of 9 
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in 52 contains an F-rational regular element ho of 52 such that h, is in 9 and 
the eigenvalues of ad h, are in Q. 
Proof Let B be a Chevalley basis of (! rational over F of eigenvectors 
of ad $ such that B contains a basis of B over ?!?‘. Let pe: L! -+ 6!2(n, $2) be 
the matrix representation relative to B of the adjoint Lie algebra ad f? and 
let ?I = ~~(2). Let ,+’ be the normalizer of 9 in 2. Let h be a regular 
element of f?, rational over 9, in B n 43. Then h E .N n !+j, so that p,(h) is 
in ps(N n 5). Moreover, p,(N) is the normalizer in 2I of ~~(9). Since ‘B 
is the Lie algebra of matrices of a connected linear algebraic group A, and 
pe(N) is the normalizer in ‘% of a d-F-Lie subalgebra over X of U, it 
follows that p,(N) = I(N), where N is a connected &F-subgroup of A 
(Cassidy DAG [4, 111.23 and Cassidy DALA [S, Corollary 1, 
Proposition 163). Therefore, pB(M n $) = p,(N) n pB(fi) = l(N) n I(H) = 
I(Nn H). Thus, pe(J1” n 8) is a d-p-Lie subalgebra of the diagonal Lie 
algebra B(n, a’) and is also the Lie algebra of matrices of the 
d-F-subgroup Nn H of the diagonal group D(n, &). The Zariski closure 
Nn H of Nn H is an algebraic subgroup of D(n, @) and is therefore 
defined over Q (Kochin DAG [16, IV]). Furthermore, Nn H contains 
every matrix in Nn H that has entries in the field X of constants of 9. 
Indeed, Nn H n GL(n, A”) = (Nn H) n GL(n, X) (Cassidy DAG [4, 
Corollary, Proposition 321). 
Thus, I(Nn H) II I(Nn H) n (GL(n, Xx)), whence pe(.N n f3) = I(Nn H) 
contains every matrix in I(Nn H) with constant entries. Finally, we 
observe that I(Nn H) is the Zariski closure of 1(Nn H) = pB(N n sj) 
(Cassidy DAG [4, 111.21). So, we have shown that ~~(~1” n!jj) contains 
every matrix with constant entries in its Zariski closure. Also, since 
p&N n 8) is the Lie algebra of matrices of a Q-subgroup of GL(n, %), it 
is a Q-Lie subalgebra over %! of 62(n, +Y). In particular, pe(Nn\4j) n 
Bg(n, Q) is dense in P&J” nJ3) in the Zariski topology (pB(N n 4j) has a 
basis in W!(n, Q)). 
Let 1 be the rank of 9. For x~B!i?(n, %) let p(x)=xr=, ai(x be its 
characteristic polynomial. Let U be the set of matrices x such that 
a,(x) # 0. U is a Q-open subset of (Sif!(n, 4Y). Since h is a regular element of 
2, p,(h) is in U. Since pB(h)EpB(Nn5), p,(h)EUnp.(NnSj). 
Therefore, U n p&N n b) is a nonempty subset of pe(N n 8) that is 
open in the relative Q-topology on pis(Jlr n fi). Since ps(Nn 6) n 
9Q(n, Q) is Q-dense in Pe(.N n jj), it must contain an element of 
Unp.(Nn@). Since pB(Nn&)n9’f2(n, Q)cp,(Nn$j) there must be 
an element ho in N n qj such that pe(h,) lies in UnYf?(n, Q). In par- 
ticular, ho is regular, and the eigenvalues of ad h, lie in Q. Since pe is 
defined over 9, h, is rational over 9. 
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5.2. The Root Space Decomposition 
Let f? be a semisimple F-Lie algebra over Q of dimension n and rank 1. 
Let qj be a Cartan 9-subalgebra over @ of 2 that splits over 9, and let B 
be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over .X of 2 such that Bn& 
contains a regular element of L! that is rational over 9. In the sequel we 
shall quote freely the relevant portions of the theory of semisimple Lie 
algebras. For details, see Bourbaki [2], Humpreys [lo], Jacobson [12]. 
Let !$* be the dual space of the vector space sj over Q. For a E $*, let !i?!, 
be the set of vectors x E 2 such that ad h(x) = a(h)x for h E sj. If 2, # 0, a is 
called a root (of !+j in 3) and !G, is called the root space belonging to a. a 




@ Qa = @ 2,. 
ae9 as@, {O} 
This direct sum of 9-subspaces over Q of !i? is called the root space decom- 
position of 2 (relative to 5). If h is regular, a(h) # 0 for all a E 0. 
Note. If a and /3 are roots, [Q,, e,] c !i?!, +8. It follows that if a + /3 is 
not a root, [!i?,, !G,] = 0. 
For a E 0 u {0}, let per be the canonical projection of 2 onto 2,. 
LEMMA 1. p,(9) is Zariski dense in tia. 
Proof Since B is Zariski dense in !i3 and therefore contains a basis of (! 
over %!, and pbl is linear over 43, p,(9) is Zariski dense in p,(9) = Qa. 
There is defined on I! a symmetric bilinear form K, the Killing form, that 
assigns to (x, y) the trace of ad x0 ad y. Since f? is semisimple, K is non- 
degenerate. Indeed, the restriction of IC to sj is nondegenerate. Moreover, if 
a is in @, -a, 0, a are the only scalar multiples of a that are roots. Further- 
more, !& and f? --tl are dual relative to the Killing form (if x E !& 3y E 2 --L1 
such that K(X, v) # 0). Since 2a is not a root, 2, is an abelian P-Lie sub- 
algebra over %! of !& Indeed, -1, is l-dimensional. 
It follows from the injectivity of the adjoint representation of f! that 0 
generates $*. Let l7= {al, . . . . a,} be a basis of $* over 9 consisting of 
roots. Then @c (&*)c. Indeed, we can, and do, choose I7 so that, for 
a E CD, a = If= I kiai, where either ki is a nonnegative integer (a is positive) 
or each ki is a nonpositive integer (a is negative). The elements of I7 are 
called simple roots. Let @ + = {a,, . . . . a,,} be the set of positive roots. Then 
481/121!1-13 
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If TV is a nonzero root, let t, E 4j, be the unique element such that cr(h) = 
K(t,,h) for h~!$. Clearly, t-, = -t,. Then, define a nondegenerate sym- 
metric bilinear form on a* by the formula (c(, p) = rc( t,, tS) = I. Clearly, 
(tl, p) E 9, since c1 is defined over 9 and tS is rational over 9. Indeed, 
(01, P)E Q, a fact that is useful in the sequel. Moreover, (a, ~1) = K(t,, t,) = 
a([,) is a positive rational number. 
Fix c1 in @ and let 5, = [5?!,, !?-,I. sj, is an F-subspace over +Z of !+j. If
x,E!& and x-,E~-., [.x~,x -,I =x(x1, x-,)t,. Because of the duality 
under the Killing form of f!, and 5? -a, if X, # 0 we can find x --II E (! --LI 
such that K(x,, x,) #O. So, h, = 2t,/(c(, GI) in Qt, c P-r,. cr(h,) = 2 and 
5, =,%h,. Observe that h_, = -h,. 
Let u and /I be distinct roots, ~1~0, and let q, r be the largest non- 
negative integers such that a - ra and /I + rm are roots. Then b+ ka is a 
root for all integers k such that -r < k < q and, furthermore, cz(h,) = r - q. 
So, for all roots ~1, BE @, a(hg)E 6. We define (CI, p) = cr(hs). Let 
x, be a nonzero element of (Q,),. There is a unique x-, E (52 Pa)F 
such that [x,,x-,]=h,. So, P!,=Qx,, iL,=@x-., !&=%h,, 
[x,,~J=h,, [hcoxJ=2xix, [h,,x-,1=-2x-,. Gz=&,@Q,@Q-, 
is a 3-dimensional F-Lie subalgebra over @ of L! that is 9-isomorphic 
over % to s/(2, “u). 
The only possibilities for (c(, p), c(, p E @, are 0, f 1, f 2, + 3. (~1, a) = 
a(h,)=2. (c(, -a)=(-a,~)=-2. Suppose /?#_+a and (a,a)<(j3,jI). 
We have the following chart of possibilities. 








In A’ n & fix a regular g-rational element ho of f? such that ad ho has 
eigenvalues in Q. For each a E @, a(h,) is a nonzero rational number. In 
particular, for each positive root a, a(h,) is a nonzero element of Q. We will 
draw extensively on the fact that Q is a subfield of every field of charac- 
teristic 0. Let CL,, .. . . up be the positive roots. For each XE 52 there is a 
smallest index k such that 
x=h+ i x,+ ; yi, 
i=l i=l 
(*) 
where hE!& x~E!&, yi~iL,,, l<i<k<p. 
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LEMMA 2. Let x be in 9 and write x as in (*). Then h is in 9. 
Proof. We argue by induction on k. 
Suppose k=l. x=h+x, +y,, where hEfj, x,E!~??,,, y,~!&,,. Since 
h, E the normalizer of S in 2, [h,, x] = a,(x, - yI) is in 9, where a, = 
tq(ho). Since a, is a nonzero rational number, and B is a vector space over 
X, x1 - y, is in 8. Therefore, x + x1 - y, = h + 2x, is in 9. So, B contains 
[h,, h + 2x,] = 2alx, and also xi. It follows that y1 and h are in 9. 
We now assume that k 2 2 and the lemma holds for 1 <k’ <k. Let ai = 
a,(h,), i = 1, . . . . k. Then ai is a nonzero rational number, i = 1, . . . . k. It is easy 
that the following lie in 9: 
k 
x(l)= [h,, x] = i aixi - c ai),i, 
i=l i=l 
x(*) = akx + x(l) = a,h + f (ak + ai)xi + ‘2’ (ak - aij yi, 
i=l i-1 
xc3)= [ho, x(“] = i ai(ak + ai)xi - 5 ai(ak -ai) yi, 
i=l i=l 
and 
x(4) = akxv) _ x(3) 
k-l 
=a:h+ c (a:-af)xi+ i (a:-af)yi. 
i=l i= I 
Since xC4) E 8, the induction assumption tells us that a:h E 8. Since ak is a 
nonzero constant, h E 8. Thus, for all x E 8, the !+component of x in 2 lies 
in B. 
COROLLARY. 9 n @ is Zariski dense in 5. 
Proof: By Lemma 1, the projection pO(S) is Zariski dense in & = p,,(g). 
By Lemma 2, p,,(g) = B n &. 
LEMMA 3. N n 5 contains h,, a E @. 
Proof. Let B be a basis of L! over %! consisting of eigenvectors of ad 8 
such that p,(S) c M!(n, Q). Since N n 43 19 n 43, N n 6 is Zariski 
dense in 9. Thus, pB(Jy n H) is Zariski dense in p,(e). As in the proof of 
Proposition 3, p,(N n 8) contains pe(B) n 6f?(n, X). In particular, for 
every a E @, pe(N n qj) contains pB(h,J since the eigenvalue j?(h,) is an 
integer. Thus, N n & contains h,. 
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LEMMA 4. Let x E 9 and write x as in ( * ). Then for eL!eryv i, 1 < i Q k, x, 
and yli are in 9. 
Proof: Let h, = h,, j= 1, . . . . p, and let aii = a,(h,), i, j, = I, . . . . p. Then 
aijEZ, and h,E,.B”n$. 
We argue by induction on k, noting that in the proof of Lemma 2 we 
established the case k = 1. So assume that k 3 2 and the lemma holds for 
1 <k’ <k. A proof parallel to that of Lemma 2, but substituting h, for h,, 
j= 1, . . . . p, show that zj = aEjh + Et=,’ (aij - ai)x, + Cfz; (az -a;.) yi is 
in 9. 
For every i = 1, . . . . k - 1, (uij - af)xi is in !Ga, and (aij - uf) yj is in f! --a,. 
Clearly, the (*)-representation of zj has length <k. So, (uij - uf)xi and 
(uzj - uf) yi are in 8, i= 1, . . . . k - 1, j= 1, . . . . p. If the length k’ of the 
(*)-representation of z, is <k - 1, (u:~ - ui)xi = 0, k’ < i 6 k - 1. Let j = k. 
uzk = (ak(hk))’ = 4. So, for all i with a& # f 2, a:, - ai # 0, whence xi and 
Ji are in 8. Suppose aik = +2, i.e., ai = (cri, aj) = +2. Then, since ai 
and aj are distinct positioe roots, the Chart of Possibilities tells us that 
ski = + 1. Take j= i. aii - ai. = 1 - 4 = - 3. Therefore, xi and yi are in 8, 
i= 1 , . . . . k - 1. By Lemma 2, h E 9. Therefore, xk and yk are in 9. Thus, the 
2, and %,, components of x are in 9, i= 1, . . . . k. 
COROLLARY 1. For a E @, p,(9) = B n f!!,. 
COROLLARY 2. For a E @, 9 n II!!, is Zuriski dense in I?,. 
We have established the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let L! be a semisimple F-Lie algebra over 4! and let $5 be a 
Curtun 9-subalgebra over S? of 2 that splits over 9. Let S be a Zuriski 
dense A-9-subalgebra over X of L! such that 9 n B contains an 8-rational 
regular element of 2. Let 2 = & @ ( @ c1 E9 Q!,) be the root space decom- 
position of Q corresponding to $3. Then 
~=~~$Q(~ePni4). 
Furthermore, 9 n Sj is a Zuriski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 5 
and, for a E @, 9 n ea is a Zuriski dense A-Y-Lie subalgebra over X of 2,. 
THEOREM 5. Let 52 be a semisimple S-Lie algebra over Q and let 6 be a 
Curtun 9-subalgebru over X of 2 that splits over F. Let 9 be a Zuriski 
dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of (! such that 9 n $j contains an 
F-rational regular element of ii?. Let I, n Q (@JaeO 2,) be the root space 
decomposition of L! corresponding to $. Let a E 5 and let x, be any nonzero 
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element of (!i?,),. Let x--a be the unique element of (L! -o1)9 such that 
[x,, x -,I = h,. Then there is a unique A-F-Lie subspace P, over #f/X of 
Q A, with field X, of constants such that if ya = ax, is any nonzero element 
of 9 n !& and y--a = a-lx., then 
and CY,. Y -,I = h,. 
Proof: Let G, = (aE 9 I ax, E B n &}. G, is a Zariski dense 
A-F-subgroup of the additive group G, of %‘, and is clearly A-F(a)- 
isomorphic over X to S n !i!, . Moreover, whenever h E 9 n 8 and a E G,, 
a(h)ae G,. Let Xa be the set of UE Q such that uG, c G,. There is a 
unique A-Y-Lie subspace P, over a/X of 4Y A such that Xa is the field of 
constants of P, and G, is a vector space over X, (Sect. 3). Clearly, B n 2, 
is also a subspace of P, over X,. 
Since a( E G, whenever a E G,, it follows that a(h) E X, for h E 9 n sj; 
a(Pn$j)cXm. Suppose h=uh,, u E 4. a(h) = ua(h,) = 2u. Thus, u E Xx 
and9n~,,cX~h,.Now,fixy#OinBn~-,.Defineu,.:~?,+~bythe 
formula KJX) = K(X, y). rcg is linear over %. So, since B n 2, is Zariski 
dense in Q,, and K! is not the zero mapping (see earlier remarks), 
K,.(P n 2,) # 0. The restriction of K, to 9 n Q!, is linear over X, since it is 
linear over a. Let x EP n !i!!,. [x, y] = K,,(x)t, = rc,(x)((a, a)/2)h, is in 
9 n QU c XU. Let kEX,. There is an element x in B n f?= such that 
K,,(X) = k. But, [x, y] = k((a, a)/2)h, is in Pn!ij,,, whence kh, ~9n 5,. 
Therefore, Pnjj, =X,h,. Since h-, = -h,, BnB-, =X”,h-,. In 
particular, h, E 9’ n 5,. 
P, has a commuting F-rational basis si, . . . . E, over %!. Let x = ax, be in 
9 n ga and let y = bx --c( be a nonzero element of B n L! .-=. Then [x, y] = 
abh,. Thus, if b is a nonzero element of G --1, then for all a E G,, and for 
i = 1, . . . . p, 
Let a, and a2 be in G,. Then 
a, .Eib+sia, .b=O 
a, ..sib+Eiaz .b=O. 
Since b # 0, a, . sia2 - a, . .sial # 0. Fix a # 0. Then, if a’ E 9’ n ii?,, for each i 
there is an element ki in the field of constants of~~ such that a’ = kia. Clearly, 
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ki =k.i =k, i= 1, . . . . p, j= 1, . . . . p. Thus, 9 n 5?!, = Xuax,. Let x = ax,. Since 
K,: 9 n Q!, --) X, is surjective, we can find b in G ~[I such that ab = 1. Thus, 
9’n Q..m =Xza-‘.xPT. Furthermore, [ax,, a-‘xPX] =h,. 
Let I7= {a,, . . . . a,} be a basis of !+j* over ~2 consisting of simple roots of 
sj in 9. Then, if i# j, (ai, uj) = a,(&) < 0 and ~1, - uj is not a root. 
Moreover, if c( is a positive root, then a = ail + . . . + ai,, where ai/ E l7 and 
each partial sum ai, + . . . + mi, is a positive root (j = 1, . . . . k). k is called the 
level of u. 
Let e= (!& &, Z7, (x,), cc~Z7), where x, is a nonzero element of !&, 
rational over 8, fi is a Cartan 9-subalgebra of L! that splits over 9, l7 is 
a basis over d% of 5j* consisting of simple roots. e is called an 9-epinglage 
(Bourbaki [Z]). We say that the Zariski dense d&-Lie subalgebra 9 of 2 
over X belongs to e if 9 n 5 contains an P-rational regular element of 2 
and x, is in 9 n Q!,, a E 17 (which implies that h, E 8, a E 0). 
We now describe in more detail the basis B of !i? over a, constructed 
by Chevalley, consisting of eigenvectors of ad 5, whose structure scalars 
are in Z. A Chevalley basis of 52 belonging to the epinglage e = 
(e,!$,n,(x,),a~n) is a basis B=((h,), ~(~17, (x,), aE@) of 2 over 9 
such that 
1. h,E59, ci~17, and x,E(!&)~, a~@. 
2. The choice of xb, a E ZZ, coincides with that of e. 
3. [xol, x-,-j = h,, CIE @. 
4. Ifa,/?, a+/?E@, and [x,,.x,]=c,~x,+~, then~~,-~=-c+. 
In addition, B satisfies 
5. [h,, hs] =O, u, BE@. 
6. Ch,,,~sl=P(h,bp= @,a>~~, ME@, BE@. 
7. [x,, x-~] = h, is a linear combination, with coefficients in Z, of 
(ha), UEK BE@. 
8. If a and p are distinct elements of @, and B - ra, . . . . /I + ra is the 
B-string containing ~1, then 
cx0’ xfll = { O+(r+l)x B 
if q = 0 (a is not a root) 
- ol+ if q # 0. 
Zf $j splits over 9, (2, fi) is associated with an 9-epinglage e and there is an 
g-rational Chevalley basis belonging to e. 
If $9’ is a d&-Lie subalgebra over 2 of L! that belongs to an epinglage e 
and B is a Chevalley bases of f? belonging to e, we say that B belongs to B 
if its elements are in 8. 
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Let B and 5’ be Chevalley bases of L belonging to an 9-epinglage e = 
(2, &, 4 (x,), a E W. 5 = ((M, a E K (4, a E @h 5’ = (W, a E n, (A), 
a E a), where x, =x&, a E l7. Let a be a nonzero root. Then x& = f(a)x,, 
where f: @ --) 4 satisfies the condition that f(a + fl) = &f(a) f(b), 
whenever a, /I, a + fi are in @. Now, for a E l7, f(a) = 1. Let a be a positive 
root, and write a = ai, + . . . + ai,, where each a5 E I7 and each partial sum 
ai, + ... + a4 is a root. Thenf(a) = +f(ai,) . . .f(ai,) = + 1. So, a Chevalley 
basis belonging to e is determined up to sign. In particular, every Chevalley 
basis belonging to e is p-rational. 
The higher brackets of elements of L! are defined inductively. If k > 2, 
define [x, ..*x,]= [[Xl -*.x&i1, x/J. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let e = (2, $3, n, (x,), a E n) be an F-epinglage for 
(Q,!+j) and let B be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of !i! 
belonging to e. Let 03 be a Chevalley basis of Q belonging to e. Then B 
belongs to 8. 
Proof: By Theorem 5, h, E 8, a E Z7. Since S belongs to e, 9 contains 
x,, a E 17. Thus, if a E @ + and the level of a is 1, x, E 9. Suppose a has 
level k, k 2 2, and assume that if 1 <k’< k - 1 and /I in 0+ has level k’, 
then xB E 8. Write a = ail + . . . + aik, where ai, E I7. Since ai, + . . . + aI-, 
is in cp + and has level k- 1, a,,,, +rry_, ~9. x,=a[x,,+ +a,k_l,~,k], 
where a is a nonzero integer (Property 8). Therefore, since xar,, + _._ +ac-l 
and x, are in 9, and a is in X, it follows that x, is in 9’. Furthermore, 
-a= -(ai, + . . . +aik-,)-ake SO, [X-b,,+ +cr,k-,)y x-,,] =b.x-,, b an 
integer = - a[x,,, + + c(,k- ,, x,J. Therefore, x-E E 9. 
Let e = (2, !jj,, Z7, ((x,), a E Z7)) be an 9-epinglage and let 9 be a Zariski 
dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of Q belonging to e. Let B = ((h,), 
a E l7, (x,), a E @) be a Chevalley basis of 2 belonging to e. Then, for each 
aE@+, there is a unique A-F-Lie subspace P, of % A, with field X, 
ofconstants,suchthatBn5,=~~h,,9n~!,=X,x,,9n~L!_,=~~x_,. 
A natural question arises: When does Xa = Xfl? 
LEMMA 5. If a and /I are positive roots such that (a, /I) #O, then 
x, = xp. 
Proof. By the Chart of Possibilities, (b, a) # 0. Let k E XE. Then kh, E 
9’ n $3, c 9 n 8. Therefore, PW,) = k/W,) =k(B, a> E BP n 8) =-X,. 
Since (j?, a) # 0, and is in Z, k E X,. Therefore, X= t Xfi. Similarly, 
xs c x,. 
COROLLARY 1. If a and /3 are nonzero roots such that (a, fl) # 0, then 
P, = P,. 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose that for a E IT, XU = X,, P a A-F-Lie subspace 
over ql/X of +Y A. Then, for BE@+, -Ir, =X,. 
Proof Let BE@+. If (a, p) =0 for all tl E Z7, then (a, 8) =0 for all 
c( E n, whence (a, B) = 0 for all a E @. Since (/?, p) # 0, we have a contradic- 
tion. So, there is an element a E I7 with (a, 8) # 0. Therefore, by 
Corollary 1, Xfl = Xx = X,. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that for a E IT, Xa = X,, P a A-F-Lie subspace 
over S/X of 42 A. Then Bn$= eaEn9nI), = @orEnXphcr. 
Proof: Let l7= {a,, . . . . a,}, and let hEpn!& h=xj=, uih,. Then, 
ai = xi’=, ujai(h,,.) = cj’_, uj(ai, aj), i = 1, . . . . 1. ai E XP and 
(a,, aj) E Z. Thus, (u,, . . . . uI) satisfies an lx I linear system with coefficients 
in XP. The determinant of the matrix with entries (ai, aj) is nonzero. 
Therefore, there is a unique solution in X>, j= 1, . . . . I. Thus, S n $ = 
0 olEnXrh,. But, Pn$j, =Xrh,. 
Associated with the basis I7 of simple roots is a so-called Dynkin diagram 
(without weights). This diagram is a configuration of 1 points in the plane, 
which we label a,, . . . . at. We join ai and aj by a line if (ai, aj) # 0. ai and aj 
are linked if there is a sequence ai = aj,, . . . . ajx = aj of elements of I7 such 
that (ai,, aj,+, ) # 0. The Dynkin diagram is connected if and only if ai 
and aj are linked, i, j= 1, . . . . 1. It is connected if and only if !G is simple 
(Jacobson [ 12, IV.41 ). 
LEMMA 6. rf 52 is simple, there is a unique A-F-Lie subspace P of Q A 
over a/X such that X, = X, for a E @. 
Proof Let a and /3 be in 17. Since the Dynkin diagram associated with 
I7 is connected, a and /I are linked. Thus, there is a finite sequence 
a=a. ,,, . . . . ajk = b of roots in n such that (aj,, aj,+, ) # 0, i= 1, . . . . k - 1. By 
Lemma 5, X, = Xa,, = .-. = XE,k = Xfl. Let P be the unique A-F-Lie 
subspace over a/X of Q A such that XP = Xa for a en. Then XP = X, for 
aE@. 
THEOREM 6. Le 9 be a simple S-Lie algebra over 9 and suppose f? has 
an 9-epinglage e = (!i?, !& l7, (x,), a E IT). Let 9 be a Zariski dense 
A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of (! such that 9nf, contains an F-rational 
regular element of !i!. There exist a A-F-Lie subspace P over %!/X of 9 A 
and, for each choice ((hi), a E IT, (x,), a E @) of Chevalley basis of !2 
belonging to e, a family (a,), a E @, of nonzero elements of 9, such that 
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lo e’ = (f!, 5, lI, (umxol), a E I7) is an epinglage and 9’ belongs to e’. 
2” ((h,), a E lI, (a,x,), a E @) is a Chevalley basis of 9 belonging to e’, 
hence to 9. 
3” p= O..nGh,8(0..c,i+ X40(8,,,+ .X,a,‘x-a). 
Proof: Let ((h,), a E l7, (x,), a E @) be a Chevalley basis of L! belonging 
to e. In particular, it is F-rational. For a E @, let G, be the set of aor in Q 
such that a,x, E B n L?,. Then, for a, # 0, a;’ E G,. Furthermore, G, is 
A-9-closed, and there is a AX-Lie subspace P over %!/X of %! A such 
that, for all aE@, Xp =a(gn &,), where 8, =%h,, Pn 2, =X&zx,, 
9 n %, = &.a;‘~-,, a, any nonzero element of G, (Proposition 4). Let 
a, be a nonzero element of G,, a E lZ Since a,x, E B n !i?!, and B n 43 con- 
tains a regular element of 2, e’ = (2, fi, l7, (aaxE), a E ZZ) is an epinglage to 
which B belongs. We now choose a,, aE @, so that ((h,), arzI7, (aax,), 
a E @) is a Chevalley basis of L! belonging to e’. Let a E @ +. Write a = 
ai, + ... + ai, as in the proof of Proposition 4. Choose a, = a,, . . . arry, 
where ai, is chosen as above, j= 1, . . . . k. Suppose -a E @ +. Choose 
a, =a::. arr depends only on a, a, #O, and a,EFt, aE@; if a, 8, a+fi 
are in @, a,+8 =a,as. We must verify the properties of a Chevalley 
basis. Properties 1” and 2” are obviously satisfied. Now, for a E @, it is 
clear that a-, =a;‘. Therefore, [a,x,, LOX-,] = [aorx,, a;‘x-.] = 
[x,, x-,] = h,, a E @. So, we need only check that if a, j?, a + j3 are in @, 
and [u~x,, asxs] =c&,&+~, then cI,-~ = -c&. Suppose [x,, xs] = 
c,~x~+~. Since ((h,), aEI7, (x,), aE@) is a Chevalley basis, C-~-~ = -c,@. 
Now, ~h+~ = aa+Bx,+8 = wpxa+8; [a,x,,a,+81 = wsCx,,xB1 = 
sac x z B as a+B = c,BaaaSx,+B = c,&+~- so, C&b = cap Thus, cI,-~ = 
c-,-~ = -c,( = -c&. Therefore, ((h,), aEI7, (u~x,), aE@) is a Chevalley 
basis, clearly belonging to e’. Evidently, 
Xpa,x, X,a;‘x-, . 
> 
Let V be the P-connection defined by the given Chevalley basis, and let cp 
be its associated P-structure. Then, evidently, since 9 is A-F-closed, S = 
!iZqp(” V and cp are defined over 9. Since V is defined by a Chevalley basis 
of 2 over %!, cp is a split Lie P-F-structure. Fix an F-rational commuting 
basis A(P) of P over Q. Since 9’ = f! qp(p) B is also A(P)-9-closed. Since 2, 
is 9-closed, hence A(P)-9-closed, B’n f?, and G, are A(P)@-closed. 
Since the elements of G, that are A( P)-constrained over 4t are A( P)-dense 
in G,, we may choose a, to be A(P)-constrained over 9. Let D be an 
automorphism over 4 of the A(P)-field Ftficp,. Let 6 E A(P). o(a; ’ aa,) = 
(oa,)-’ a(&,) = (mm)-’ 6(aa,). Since G, is A(P)-g-closed, cm’, E G, 
(Kolchin DAG [ 161). Therefore, there is an element k E Xp such 
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that au, = ka,. Therefore, a(a;’ 6a,)=a;‘k~‘(ka,) =a;’ bat,, whence 
a; ’ Sa, E 9. 
Note. If 9 contains an S-rational regular element, then, by adjoining 
A.-constrained exponentials of A(P)-integrals of elements of the algebraic 
closure of 9, we can find a Chevalley basis of L! over 4 belonging to 9. 
We wonder whether, if A(P) is independent on 9, we can find an 
F-rational regular element of L! in 8. 
COROLLARY 1. Let 9 be a Zariski dense A-p-Lie subalgebra over X of 
a simple F-Lie algebra 2 over 42. There is a A-F-Lie subspace P over 49/X 
of ??/ A and a flat P-9-connection V on f? such that 9 = lY’(“, cp its 
associated P-F-structure. Fix a commuting 9-rational basis A(P) of P over 
42. Then cp is a Lie P-F-structure that splits over a finitely A(P)-generated 
A(P)-extension 9 of 9 in 9fiCp,. 
Proof By extending 9 appropriately to X, say, we can find an 
epinglage e = (2, 5, Z7, (x,), CLE IT) such that 9 n $ contains an 
X-rational regular element of 2. The theorem then tells us that there is a 
A-X-Lie subspace P over %/X of Q A and a flat P-X-connection V on f? 
such that B = I?‘(‘)., Since S is A-F-closed, so are P and V by Theorem 3. 
So, 9 is A(P)&-closed. We now begin afresh by endowing 2 with the 
A(P)&-topology. Then we can find a regular element h of L! in S that is 
A(P)-constrained over 9. The Cartan subalgebra 6 determined by h is 
defined over Y(h),,,, and splits over a finite Galois extension of this field. 
The corollary now follows immediately from Theorem 6. 
Let f? be an n-dimensional simple F-Lie algebra over % and suppose 2 
has an s-rational Chevalley basis B, = {b,, . . . . b,) over 4?!. Fix B,. Let P 
be a A-F-Lie subspace over ?#/X of a A and let A(P) be an F-rational 
basis over 4? of P. Let q” be the F-split Lie P-structure on f! associated 
with B,. Then, for 6 E A(P) and u = c;=, ujbj E 2, cp’(S)u = cJ’= I (Suj) bj. 
Since q’(S) is just the b-derivative of u relative to B,, we write 6~ instead 
of (pO(6)u. If cp is any Lie P-9-structure on 9, there is an element 
w E Q’(P, Der, (2, &)) such that cp = cp” + w. Since 5? is simple, 
Der(!i?, a) = ad 2. So, there is an element x E !Q, rational over F such that 
(p(S)u=Su+ [x, u]. 
Thus, there is a family (xd)bedtp) of elements of 9!;s such that !?“(” is the 
set of solutions in (! of the equations 
su+ [x,, u] =o, SE A(P). 
cp is associated with a flat connection if and only if the family (x6)6ed(P) 
satisfies the property that (Mu&ad xg))ded(P) satisfies the integrability 
conditions (3’). We say that (x~)~.~(~) satisfies the integrability conditions. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let 9’ be a Zariski dense A-p-Lie subalgebra over X of 
a simple F-Lie algebra !i? over %. Let 4O be a finite Galois extension of 9 
such that L! has a Chevalley basis B rational over 9’. There exist a A-F-Lie 
subspace P over @JX of 4? A, with f-rational commuting basis A(P) over 
4?/ and a family (x~)~~~(~, of elements of iJF o satisfying the integrability 
conditions (3’) such that 9 is defined by the equations 
where 6u = 6 B u. 
6u+ [xg, u]=O, 6 E A(P), 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 9 be a simple P-Lie algebra over % of dimension n 
and rank 1, and let B be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 2. 
Then 9’ equals its normalizer in !i!. 
Proof Let e = (2, 9, II, (x,), u E ZI) be an epinglage to which B 
belongs, not necessarily defined over 9, and let B = ((h,), c( E l7, (x,), 
a E @) be a Chevalley basis of !i? over 92 belonging to e, and hence to 8. Let 
P be a A-closed Lie subspace over a/X of 43 A such that B = 2%p. Let Jt’ 
be the normalizer of 9 in 2. “4’ is a Zariski dense A-closed Lie subalgebra 
over X of 2. Since B contains a regular element of 2, N contains a 
regular element of 2. Moreover, x, EN n 2,, for a E 17. So, N belongs to 
e. Therefore, there is a A-closed Lie subalgebra over Q/X of 9 A such that 
Jv” = !i?!&. Furthermore, since 9 c A’. Xp c X,, whence Q c P. 
We can argue in two different ways that P c Q. First, let a E n. Then 
ct(.Nnfi)=Xi. So, let hEMn$j. Then, since x,~Ynfj and hEN, 
[h, x,] = a(h)x, E 9 n !2!,. Therefore, a(h) E X,. So, Xo c X,, whence 
PC Q. Second, let cp be the split P-structure on !i? associated with B, let 
6EP, XEN, yE9. Since [x, y] E 8, cp(G)[x, y] = 0. Therefore, 
[q(G)x, y] =O. By the bilinearity over % of the Lie product in 2, and the 
fact that 9 generates !2 over +Y’, it follows that [q(G)x, y] = 0 for all y E 2. 
Therefore, (p(6)x lies in the center of 2. Since 2 is simple, rp(d)x=O. Since 
9= 5?‘(‘), x is in 9, X, =X,, and Q= P. 
COROLLARY. Let 9’ be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of a 
simple F-Lie algebra !i? over a. Then B is A-simple. 
Proof If x-4 is a A-closed ideal over X of 8, 46 is an ideal over 6% of 
2. Therefore, Q&9=0 or e&=2. If 9&=0, then d=O. If 92!=2, 
then d is Zariski dense in S?. Therefore, & equals its normalizer in 2. 
Therefore, d = 9. 
The realization of a Zariski dense differential algebraic Lie subalgebra 
over X of a simple Lie algebra L! over Q as the set of constant elements in 
a differential structure on !2 depends heavily on the connectedness of the 
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Dynkin diagram for 2, since the fact that XX = XP, ~1, B simple roots, 
depends on the fact that a and /I are linked. 
Let 2 be a semisimple F-Lie algebra over 42. Then 2 = 0, *; s f I$, - - 
where 2i is a simple F-ideal of 2 over 42, and if 2l is a simple ideal of 2 
over 42, then there is an index i such that 2l= 12i (Humphreys [lo]). Let 9 
be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 2. For each i, 9 n gi is a 
A-s-ideal of S over X. We shall show that 9 = 0, s i I I 9 n !2i and that 
Pn .Qi is Zariski dense in the simple F-Lie algebra f$ over 42. 
Let e = (2, 9, Z7, (x,), a E I7) be an epinglage to which 9 belongs. e is 
defined over a finitely A-generated A-extension B of 9 in Ft. Then II= 
U, s i I I ni, where 17, is connected, and if i # j, LIi n l7, = aa; if a E ni, - - 
/?E 17,, (a, /I) = 0. Let ai be the Q-span of ni, and let !+ji be the !&-span of 
VLLIT,. Then bi is a Cartan Q-subalgebra of I$ over $2, ni is a simple 
system of roots of si in gi. Qi is the set of nonzero roots of Bi in !Gi, and 
the root decomposition of Qi is given by 
ei=B3,@ 
( > 
Q 2, ; &i = Q @a,. 
a E a, a E I7, 
ei = (ei, 4ji, I7,, (x,), a E Qi) is an epinglage for Qi, and Bi = ((h,), a E I7,, 
(x,), a E Qi) is a Chevalley basis belonging to ei, i = 1, ,,., t. 
We saw that for a E 0, 9 n II?!, = X=x., and that 
=~~~@(l,,(~,~nq)~ -- 
Now, 8=Q I lisl $3i. Let h~9n 9. h=x:f= 1 hi, hi ~8~. Fix i. 17, = - - 
{a 1, . . . . al,>. Since (a, /?) = 0 whenever a E ni, p E “I, i # j, it follows that 
ai = ai( Write hi =xj= r Ujh,. Since 17, is connected, Xa, = XPi. AS in 
the proof of Corollary 3 of Lemma 5, ak(hi) = cj= 1 uI (ak, aj), k = 1, . . . . Ii, 
whence uj E X&. This is true for each i, i = 1, . . . . t. So, h = If=, I,, n, k,h,, 
where k, E Xp,, i= 1, . . . . 
z OLEJIkiClha. 
t, aE ni. But, Pn!& =Xah, =Xp,h,. hi = 
Therefore, hi~9, i= l,..., t. So, Bn$= @,,i5,Pn$i. 
Thus, 
- - 
= @ Bn& 
I$ijr 
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Furthermore, since S n !i?i contains a Chevalley basis of !i$ over ?#, 9 n i$ 
is Zariski dense in !&. Therefore, 9 n 2; is A-simple. So, we have proved: 
THEOREM 7. Let 9 be a Zariski dense A-S-Lie subalgebra over (! of a 
semisimple F-Lie algebra 52 over @. Write !2 = Q ,SiS I gi, Qi a simple 
S-ideal of 2 over 42. Then B = 0, 5;il, 9 n !Si, -9-n Qi is a simple - - 
A-F-ideal over X of 9 and is Zariski dense in gi. Moreover, there is a 
finitely generated A-extension Q of 9 in 9, a Y-rational Chevalley basis 
‘=Uljijt Bi for 2, with Bi a Chevalley basis for f?i, and A-F-Lie sub- 
spaces Pi over S/X of 42 A, such that 9 n 2i = (Qi)$p. If Yl is a A-simple 
A-closed ideal of 9 over X, there is an index i such thht ‘3 = 9 n !2Zi. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let 9’ be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 
a semisimple F-Lie algebra !2 over 42’. Then 9’ equals its normalizer in 2. 
Proof: !2 = @ I s i s f Qi, where Qi is a simple F-ideal of f? over @. 9’ = -- 
Q,bislPnQi. Let X=Cfzl xi be in the normalizer of 9’ in 2. Then 9 
con&% [x, yi] = [xi, yi]. Since xi E f$, [xi, yi] E Bn Qi. Therefore, since 
9 n gi equals its normalizer in f?i, xi E 9 n !Si, whence x E 8. 
DEFINITION. A A-F-Lie algebra 9 over X is A-semisimple if 9 has no 
nonzero abelian A-closed ideals over X. 9 is &simple if S is non-abelian 
and has no nonzero proper A-closed ideals over X. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let B be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 
a semisimple S-Lie algebra !i? over 42. Then 9 is A-semisimple. If 2 is 
simple, then B is A-simple. 
Proof. We may assume that f! is an F-Lie subalgebra over 9 of 
BQ(n, 6). Let ~4 be an abelian A-closed ideal of 9 over X. Then 9~4 is 
an abelian ideal over 43 of 9. Therefore, 46 = 0, whence d = 0. Suppose 
I! is simple. It follows directly from Theorem 7 that S is simple. 
6. CONJUGACY 
Let 9 be a semisimple F-Lie algebra over Q of dimension n and rank 1. 
Let x E 9 be such that ad x is nilpotent. Then (ad x)” = 0, and exp(ad x) = 
C; = ,, (ad x)k/k! is in Aut(9,4Y), since ad x E Der(Q, q). Let Int( 2) be the 
subgroup of Aut(Q, @) generated by { exp ad x 1 x E 2, ad x nilpotent }. Its 
elements are called inner automorphisms of 2. Aut (2, a’) is a semisimple 
f-subgroup of GL(!2,%) whose identity component is Int(f?). The Lie sub- 
algebra over 4 of tM!(!i?, %) associated with Aut(e, ‘8) and, of course, 
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Int(g), is Der( 52, ~2) = ad(P). We denote by kit,(e) the set of elements of 
Int(S?) that are defined over 8. 
Let $j be a Cartan 9-subalgebra over 4Y of 52 and let CJ in Int(f!) be 
defined over 9. Then a$ is a Cartan 9-subalgebra over ?& of 2. Let d: 
3j* + (ofi)* be defined by the formula t5(a)(h’)=a(a-L(h’)), aEB*, 
h’ E 06. d is an 9-isomorphism over 4. Let a be a root of !+j in 2, let h be 
in 5 and let h’=a(h). For x in f?Z, ad h’(o(x))=ad a(h)(a(x)) = 
a(ad h(x)) = o(a(h)x) = a(h) a(x) = C(a)(h’)(a(x)). So, IT& = !&,ar) # 0, and 
C(a) is a root of u!$ in 2. 5 maps the set @ of nonzero roots of !+j in L3 
bijectively onto the set of nonzero roots of a% in f? and transforms the root 
spaces of 5j in L! into the root spaces of 043 in f?. Moreover, d transforms 
the set @ + of positive roots in @ into the set of positive roots of a4j in f!, 
and if 17 is a simple system of roots, so is 517. It is easy to see that if !+j 
splits over 8, if e = (2, 5, l7, (x,), a E n) is an 9-epinglage for 2, and 
B = ((A,), a E U, (x,), a E @) is a Chevalley basis belonging to e, then a$ 
splits over 9, ce = (f?, a!& Zlir, (x+)), a E Z7} is an epinglage for !$ and 
OB = ((ha(,)), a E Z7, (x,,,,), a E @) is a Chevalley basis beloning to de. 
Fix a Chevalley basis B of L! over ?!Y’, and let x E L! be such that ad x is 
nilpotent. Then [Mu(ad x)]” = Mu((ad x)“) = 0. So, M,(ad x) is nilpotent. 
Furthermore, exp(M,(ad x)) = x:;=O [Mu(ad x)lk/k! = M,(exp(ad x)). As 
in Subsection 5.1, we define p u : 5? + 9I c Bf!(n, 43) by the formula pu(x) = 
M,(ad x). Then, if ad x is nilpotent, M,((exp ad x)) = exp(ilrl,(ad x)). 
Let A be the connected semisimple Q-subgroup of GL(n, %!) whose Lie 
algebra of matrices is 2l=pu(Q). Then, exp(pu(x)) is in A. Indeed, 
A = {M,(a) 1 cr E Int(Q)}. The mapping p: Int(L?) + GL(n, %) that assigns 
to 0 the matrix M,(a) is an isomorphism of F-groups from Int(f?) onto A. 
Let e = (52, 43, 17, (x,), a E n) and e’ = (2, B’, l7’, (xh,), a’ E l7’) be 
epinglages for f?. There is a unique inner automorphism g of !i?, trans- 
forming e into e’. Let B = (b,, . . . . b,) be a Chevalley basis of 2 over @ 
belonging to e, and let B’ = all3 = (a(b,), . . . . a(b,)). Let x E 2. 
ad X(bj) = f Us bi, 
i=l 
a(ad X(bj))= t Us c(bi) 
i=l 
= ad(o(x))(a(bi). 
Therefore, mu = M,(ad x) = M, mad a(x)) = pb u(c(x)), and pan(x) = 
p~(a~‘(x)).So,~=~p,(~)=p,~(~)=p,~(~).Also,p,.(x)=M,~(adx)= 
M,(a) M,(ad x) M&a-‘) = M,(a) pu(x) M,(o-‘). So, given Chevalley 
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bases El and B’ of !i?, there is a matrix UEA such that pu(x)=a-‘pu(x)a 
(take a = Mu(a-‘)). 
We should note that if 2 is a semisimple Q-Lie subalgebra over 4 of 
Bf!(n, 47i!) and G is the connected Q-subgroup of @X?(n, +Y) whose Lie 
algebra of matrices is L?, then u is an inner automorphism of 2 if and only 
if there is a matrix gE G such that o(x) =g-‘xg for XE 2. We denote 
by Ad the homomorphism from G into Int(e) that maps g onto U. 
We should note that (Ad)++ = ad. Note also that G is generated by 
{ exp x 1 x E 2, x nilpotent }. 
Let E be in % A and let g be in G. As usual, denote by sg the matrix (~a~) 
and by Is(g) the matrix g-i&g. (Note that Is(g)= dg(s), where dg is the 
logarithmic differential of g relative to the % A-structure on pQ(q, %!) 
defined by sending g to cg.) Since G is defined over %, b(g) E !$ and the 
mapping 1s: G + f? is surjective (Cassidy DAG [4]). Furthermore, if G’ is 
a connected V-subgroup of GL(n’, &), with Lie algebra !S’ of matrices, and 
a: G --, G’ is a V-homomorphism with associated homomorphism a#: 2 + 52’ 
(Cassidy DAG [4, 111.3]), the following diagram is commutative: 
PROPOSITION 8. Let 2 be a simple S-Lie algebra over 9 such that !2 has 
an S-rational Chevalley basis B,. Let P be a A-F-Lie subspace over %!/X 
of Q A, and let cpO be the split Lie P-S-structure on L! determined by B,. Let 
rp = cp” + o, w E Q’(P, ad f!) be a flat Lie P-F-structure on 2. Then there is 
an inner automorphism a of 2 such that do = o. Moreover, we can choose o 
so that Mu,,(o) is A(P)-constrained over 9, where A(P) is an F-rational 
commuting basis over 42 of P. 
Proof: Let pBO: 2 + QX?(n, +Y) be the matrix representation of ad 2 
relative to B. and let ‘?I = pu,,(e). Let A be the connected Q-subgroup of 
GL(n, %) whose Lie algebra of matrices is ‘?I. Let A(P) = {cl, . . . . .Q}. Let xk 
in gF be such that ad xk = O(Q), k = 1, . . . . d. Since q is flat, x,, . . . . xd 
satisfy the Integrability Conditions. Thus, ad xk in ad 2 and r, = 
M,,(ad xk) in 9I satisfy the Integrability Conditions, k = 1, . . . . d. Therefore, 
by Cassidy DAG [4], there is a matrix a~ A, which we can, of course, 
take to be A(P)-constrained over 9, such that IQ(~) = T’,, k = 1, . . . . d. 
Let p: Int(S) + A be the 4t-isomorphism by the formula p(e) = Mu,,(o), 
and let r~ = p-‘(a). Then do(.z,) = I-‘. But, MIBo(6-1(skb)) = 
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(M&c-r))-’ E,M,,(o) = a-‘&,a = f&,(a)=f, = M,,(ad xk) = M,,(o(E,)). 
So, da(s,) = o(E~), k = 1, . . . . d. Therefore, o = do. 
Let gp be the field of A(P)-constants in %-. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a 59p-subgroup of GL(n, @). A A(P)-extension 9 
of % in 9 is called an A-primitive extension (Kolchin [ 141) if there is an 
element a in A such that a-‘&,a is in g,, k= 1, . . . . d, where a is the Lie 
algebra of matrices of A, and 9 = %(a),(,). 
COROLLARY. Let cp, 2, A be as in Proposition 8. There is a A(P)- 
A-primitive extension B of % in %zCp, such that cp splits over 3. 
Note. The set G of c in Int(e) such that g- ‘qpa = cp is the subgroup of 
Int(e) consisting of all inner automorphisms of L! that are also 
P-automorphisms. Indeed, G is a Zariski dense A-%-subgroup of the 
%-group Int(9). For, if we write cp = cp” + o, o E Q’(P, ad !i?), then 
o-‘cpa = cp” + o + do (Sect. 3). So, G is the isotropy group of w under 
Loewy conjugation. Moving to the matrix representations 2l of ad S? and A 
of Int(e) relative to B,, we see that p(G) is the set of a E A such that 
a-‘y,a +- a-‘&,a = r,, k = 1, . . . . d. So, p(G) is the isotropy group of 
(r,, . . . . f-,) under the Loewy action of A on 2I x ... x ti (Cassidy DAG 
[4]). Since ri, . . . . r, are in Iu, and satisfy the In:egrability Conditions, 
p(G) is a Zariski dense A-%-subgroup of A. Therefore, G is a Zariski dense 
A-%-subgroup of Int (L! ). 
In what follows, 2 is a simple %-Lie algebra over 9; 8, 8’, . . . are Zariski 
dense A-%-Lie subalgebras over X of f?; P, P’, Q, ,.. are A-%-Lie sub- 
spaces over a/X of Q A, 9 is an extension field of 9 in 4 (not necessarily 
a A-extension field), 2I = pu(g), and A is the image of the matrix represen- 
tation of Int(52) relative to any and every Chevalley basis B of L! over Q. 
B and 8’ are conjugate over 9 if there is an inner automoprhism e of f?, 
defined over 9, such that 8’ = a%. 9 and 8’ are conjugate if there is an 
extension Y of 9 in @ such that 9 and 9’ are conjugate over $9. 
Let e = (2, 9, Z7, (x,), a E n) be an epinglage. We say that 9’ belongs to 
(P, e) if there is a Chevalley basis B of L! such that 5 belongs to e and 
B = !i?!&,. 
If B’ is any Chevally basis of f! belonging to e, then, by Lemma 6, B’ is 
also a basis of B over X,. So, 9’ = es,:,. It follows that there is a unique 
Zariski dense A-%-Lie subalgebra B over X of I! belonging to (P, e). 
Suppose 9 belongs to (P, e) and to (Q, e). Then, Xp = a(9 n $) = X,, 
a E @. Since X, determines P, P = Q. So, for every epinglage e to which B 
belongs there is a unique P such that 9 belongs to (P, e). We strengthen 
this in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA. Zf 9 belongs to (P, e) and to (P’, e’), then P = P’. 
Proof Since 9’ belongs to (P, e), 9 is a vector space over X,. Let CJ be 
an inner automorphism of 2 such that e’ = ae. Let III be a Chavelley basis 
of L! belonging to e. Since 9 belongs to e, Et belongs to 8. UIB is a 
Chevalley basis of 52 belonging to e’. So, r~ 5 belongs to 9. Let e = (2, $3, 
K b,), a E n) and let (h,), E n be the basis of sj over 4! determined by e. 
Then, ah, ~9’5’ for C(E 17. Fix ael7 and let h = (k/2)h,. a(h)= k. 
(Ca)(o((k/2)h,)) = a(k/2)h,) = k. But, since o(h,) E 8, and k/2 E Xr, 
(k/2) o(h,)=o((k/2)h.)Egn 5’. Therefore, k= (da)(a((k/2)h,))EXr,. 
Similarly, X,. c XP. 
Note. If 9 belongs to e and to e’, the unique inner automorphism G 
that transforms e into e’ restricts to an automorphism of 8. 
We say that B belongs to P if there is an epinglage e such that 9 belongs 
to (P, e). 
The above lemma tells us that 9 belongs to a unique A-closed Lie subspace 
P over @IX of % A. P is, of course, defined over 8. 
THEOREM 8. Let 9 and 8’ be Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebras over 
X of a simple F-Lie algebra 2 over ?&. Let P and P’ be A-f-Lie subspaces 
over ?$/X of % A such that S belongs to P and 8’ belongs to P’. Then 
P = P’ if and only if there exists o in M,+(e) such that B = aB’. Moreover, 
if cp is a flat Lie P-S-structure such that 9’ = !F+‘(“, and 9’ = oY, then the 
logarithmic cp-dgferential do is defined over 9. 
Proof Suppose B = a9’, IJE Int(f!). By Theorem 5, there is an 
.P*-epinglage e’ to which 8’ belongs. Thus, 8’ = er$P, Et’ and @-rational 
Chevalley basis of !G belonging to e’. ae’ is an 5@-epinglage to which 
UP’ = 9 belongs. Indeed, 9’ = Q’$,. So, 9 belongs to P’. By the lemma, 
P’ = P. 
Suppose 9” belongs to P. Then, there exist 9+-epinglages e and e’ such 
that 9 belongs to e and 9” to e’. Since ft is algebraically closed, there is 
an inner automorphism cr of Q!, defined over @, transforming e’ into e. 
Let IS’ be a Chevalley basis of 2 belonging to e’. Then 9” = S?!$,,. 
so, 09’ = !i!>s. But, OB belongs to e’, hence to 9 (Lemma 6). Since 
dim,(P) = dim,(Q), 9 = 09”. 
Now, suppose 9 = a9’, (r E Int,(f?). Then, as we saw above, 9 and 8’ 
both belong to P. Let X’EY and let EEP. Then [(a-‘pa)]= 
(~-‘~(P(&)oo)(x’) = rJ -Y(Pb)(4x’))) = 0 since a(~‘) ~9. On the other 
hand, if x’ E L! is such that [(a-‘cpa)(s)(x’)] = 0, then (P(E)((T(x’)) = 0 since 
0-i is injective. Thus, a(~‘) E 8, and x’ E 9’. So, 9’ = !G(a-‘rpa)(P). Since 9’ 
is defined over 9, it follows from Theorem 3 that o-‘cpa is defined over 9. 
481/121/l-14 
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But, o ~~ ‘ a = cp + da (Sect. 3 j. Therefore, do = o ‘~a - cp is defined 
over 9. 
COROLLARY 1. If B and 9’ belong to P, they are conjugate over Ft. 
Thus, the set of conjugacy classes over F* of Zariski dense A-F-Lie sub- 
algebras of a simple F-Lie algebra over S is parametrized by the set of 
A-g-Lie subspaces of 42 A over a/.X. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 9 be a Zariski dense A-S-Lie subalgebra over X of 
!$ Let P be the A-F-Lie subspace over %!JX of % A such that 9 belongs to 
P. Let cp be a flat Lie P-F-structure on II such that 9 = QqCpJ. Then there is 
a finite Galois extension 9’ of 9 in S=$,,, and an A-primitive A( P)-exten- 
sion 9 of 9 in 8$,,, such that S splits cp over Q. 
Proof There is a finite Galois extension 9’ of 9 such that 2 has a 
Chevalley basis B rational over 9’. In Theorem 8, take 9’ = f?cp. Let 
o E Int,+(g) be such that g = aB’, and let a = M,(a). Then a E A. 
Moreover, for E E P, M,(da(E)) = l&(a). If A(P) is a commuting Y-rational 
basis of P over Q, da(c) is rational over 9’ since da is rational over 9. Let 
9 = S’(a),(,, = F’(a). 
Note. The field of A(P)-constants of 9 is a finite Galois extension of the 
field of A(P)-constants of 8’. Let Int,,S$,P,(L!) be the set of CJ in Int(Q) 
such that 0 is defined over 9$,,, and da is defined over 9. It is cearly a 
subgroup of Int(f?). The following Corollary tells us that Int,,,:(p,(2) acts 
transitively on the set of Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebras over X of L! 
belonging to the same P. 
COROLLARY 3. Let g and B’ be Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebras over 
X of L! belonging to the same A-g-Lie subspace P over C&/X of ??I A. Then 
there is an element d of Int3F,F$,p,(5) such that 8’= ~9). 
PROPOSITION 9. Let L! be a simple %-Lie subalgebra over %! of 
WS(N, S). Let G be the connected simple W-subgroup of GL(N, %) whose 
Lie algebra of matrices is 2. Let 9 be a Zariski dense A-S-Lie subalgebra 
over X of 2. Then there is a A-g-Lie subspace P over 4%/X of 4% A and a 
G-primitive A(P)-extension Y of .?F in 9&,, such that that S is conjugate 
over 3 to Qxp = 2 f-l @x!(Jv, X,). 
Proof: We use the terminology of Proposition 8. Let P be the A-F-Lie 
subspace over %!/X of Q A such that B belongs to P. Since w is 
algebraically closed, 2 has a Chevalley basis Do rational over V, hence over 
9. There is an inner automorphism 0 of f? such that aE8, = B belongs 
to 8. M,,(a) is A(P)-constrainted over 4F and (M,,(a))-‘&M&a) is 
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rational over 9, E in A(P). Let g E G be such that Ad(g) = 6. Let A = 
p(Int(e)) = p(Ad G), and let 2I = ad 2 = I(A). Since the adjoint represen- 
tation is defined over ‘X, for all E E d(P) the following diagram is com- 
mutative: 
Since px 0 ad x = M&ad x) and b(M,,(o)) = I+ 0 Ad)(o), it follows that 
M,,(ad(b( g))) is rational over 9. Since IEB,, is rational over V and ad is 
defined over V, b(g) is rational over 9. 
We have seen that if 2 is a simple g-Lie algebra over %, there is a sim- 
ple Q-Lie subalgebra ‘$I of Bg(n, @) over Q such that 2l is the matrix 
representation of ad L! relative to any Chevalley basis II of 2 over Q. The 
mapping ps that assigns to x the matrix of ad x relative to B is an 
isomorphism of Lie algebras over Q. 2 has a Chevalley basis B, that is 
rational over a finite Galois extension 9’ of 9, whence p B,, is defined over 
9’. If B is a Zariski dense A-T-Lie subalgebra over X of L! that belongs 
to a A-F-Lie subspace P of 9 A over s/X, we can find a Chevalley basis 
B of Q over 9 belonging to 9 that is rational over an A-primitive A(P)- 
extension of 9’ in 9Q), where A is the matrix representation of Int(S!) 
relative to any Chevalley basis of L! over %. So, we have an isomorphism 
p u of Lie algebras over Q, defined over an A-primitive A(P)-extension of 
F”, from Q onto 9l, that maps B onto au,, where 2I is the Lie algebra of 
matrices of A. 
Now, 9I is isomorphic over % to one of the classical simple Lie algebras 
over a. Aside from the 5 exceptional simple Lie algebras E, (dimen- 
sion 78), E, (dimension 133), E8 (dimension 248), F4 (dimension 52), Gz 
(dimension 14), they fall into 4 great classes, parametrized by the rank I of 
the given Lie algebra: 
A,, 12 1, represented by the special linear Lie algebra s/(1+ 1, a), the 
set of I+ 1 x I + 1 matrices of trace 0. 
B,, 12 2. Let f be the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on a”+ ’ 
whose matrix is 
[ 
1 0 0 
s= 0 0 1, I , 1, 0 
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where 1, is the Ix I identity matrix. B, is represented by the orthogonal Lie 
algebra 0(21+ 1, @), consisting of all matrices x such that SXS-’ = - ‘x, 
where ‘x is the transpose of x. 
C,, 12 3. Let f be the nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form on 
a” whose matrix is s = (0 ,, $), w h ere l[ is the I x I identity matrix. CI is 
represented by the symplectic Lie algebra ~~(21, %), consisting of all 
matrices x such that sxs ~- ’ = - Ix. 
D,, 12 4. Let f be the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form whose 
matrix is s= (y, $), w h ere 1, is the I x I identity matrix. D, is represented by 
the orthogonal Lie algebra o(21, a), consisting of all matrices x such that 
sxs-’ = -‘x. 
So, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 9. Let B be a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of a 
simple T-Lie algebra 52 over %!. Let A be the matrix representation of Int(Q) 
relative to any and every Chevalley basis of !i!. There is a A-F-Lie subspace 
P over 43/X of 4 A, an A-primitive A(P)-extension 3 of a finite Galois 
extension of 9 in 9 and a Sisomorphism over % from !iI? onto one of the 
classical simple Q-Lie algebras !? over @ that maps B onto !S>,. 
Note. In [3, p. 7161, E. Cartan describes those of his “infinite simple 
groups not isomorphic to a transitive group” as being obtained by “taking 
a simple transitive group and making its elements depend in the most 
general way possible on p variables invariant under the group.” He goes on 
to say that “a finite simple transitive group of order r becomes an infinite 
intransitive group depending on r arbitrary functions of p arguments.” 
Every linear A-simple A-P-Lie algebra over the field X of constants of Q 
can be obtained from one of the classical simple Q-Lie algebras relative to 
the universe X by extension of scalars to the field of constants (the 
infinitesimal analogs of invariants) of a A-g-Lie subspace P over %!/X of 
Q A. 
The second part of Cartan’s remark states that the Lie algebras are sub- 
algebras of P, i.e., are contained in the Lie space of derivation operators 




1 if i=j 
0 if i#j’ 
let e2,‘l be a zero of the differential polynomial 6, y - 2y, let e-2x’ be the 
multiplicative inverse of e’“l, and let 
K 
-2x, 
9= Cl1 c12e 
c21 e 2x1 c22 >I 3 
C,EX[ . 
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B is defined by the differential polynomials, 
Yll + Y22 
6lYl2 +2y,2 
and is a Zariski dense A-Q-Lie subalgebra over X of 2. Let P = 9 6,) and 
let B = Q(eX1). 9 is a 6,-B-isomorphic over X to s/(2, X,). (Note that 9 
contains a Chevally basis of I! that is rational over Q(eZX’), but is not con- 
jugate over this field to 42, X,). It is isomorphic over Q(e’“‘) to aXI, 
where ‘3 is the adjoint Lie algebra.) Now, ~42, Xi), hence 9, can be 
embedded in P. We map the matrix (z; -2,) onto (-a, - 2a,x, + u2x:) 6,. 
Since the image is Zariski dense in P = 4 6,) its field of constants is 
clearly X1. 
Let 9 be a Zariski dense A-Y-Lie subalgebra over X of a simple F-Lie 
algebra over 4 of dimension n and rank 1. !G is obtained from 9 by exten- 
sion of scalars, i.e., 53 is isomorphic over % to 49 BX, 9. 9’ is a simple Lie 
algebra over X, of dimension n and rank 1. An element h of 9 is a regular 
element of B if and only if h is a regular element of L?. $5,, is a Cartan sub- 
algebra over XP of B if and only if !+j = 9 4j, is a Cartan subalgebra over Q 
of !i? sharing a regular element of f? with 8. Conversely, if $J is a Cartan 
subalgebra over % of L! such that 9 n 45 contains a regular element of 2, 
then !&, = 9 n 8 is a Cartan subalgebra over X, of 9’. The map !+j,, H Q !&, 
is a bijective correspondence between the set of Cartan subalgebras over 
X, of B and the set of Cartan subalgebras over Q of 2 sharing a regular 
element with 8. Suppose e = (2, Jj, 17, (x,), a E n) is an epinglage to which 
9 belongs. Then elq = (P, 5 n 8, 171 5n B, (x,), a E ZZ) is an epinglage. 
Clearly, 9 and f? have the same Dynkin diagrams. 
Note. If B is a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over K of a semi- 
simple F-Lie algebra L! over %?, then there exist a finitely A-generated 
A-extension ‘3 of 9 in 9 and A-F-Lie subspaces P,, . . . . P, of 9 A such 
that 9 is A-B-isomorphic to the direct sum of r A-Q-Lie algebras Y,:, . . . . 9, 
over X; 3 = (91i)Xp,, where 21i is a classical simple Q-Lie algebra over 4. 
7. THE SEMISIMPLE LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRAIC 
LIE ALGEBRAS OVER X 
A A-F-Lie algebra 9 over X is f-linear if 9 is A-F-isomorphic over 
X to a A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of ‘$Yi?(N, %). In the “order 0” case, 
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i.e., if 9 is an F-Lie algebra over I, then, by Ado’s Theorem, we know 
that 9 is P-linear, but non-linear A&-Lie algebras over X abound (see 
Sect. 4). Indeed, non-linear simple A-F-Lie algebras over X abound. Our 
task here is to classify the linear A-semisimple A-F-Lie algebras over 3”. 
An open question is whether every A-F-Lie algebra over X can be embed- 
ded in a A-F-Lie space P over %/X (we endow P with its natural struc- 
ture of A-F-Lie algebra over X). If 9 is a simple A-F-Lie subalgebra over 
X of P, then since Bn ker 8 is a A-F-ideal over X of 8, either 
~nkera=Oor9nkera=~.IfitisO,then~canbeembeddedin~A. 
So, since ker 8 is linear, the task of classifying the A-F-Lie subalgebras 
over X of P reduces to the problems of classifying the A-simple linear 
A-F-Lie algebras over X and of classifying the A-simple A-F-Lie sub- 
algebras over X of 4 A that are not linear. 
Let 9 be an F-linear A-Y-Lie algebra over X. We have seen that if 9 
is a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra oer X of a semisimple F-Lie 
algebra over 9 (i.e., if 9 generates a semisimple Lie algebra over @), then 
9 is A-semisimple. The converse is false. Let A = { 6 1, let L!, = sI( 2, %), and 
let !i$ have the same underlying vector space as Qi but trivial bracket. 
Let xi E Qi, i = 1, 2, and define DX,(.uz) = x,x2 -x*x,. Let 2 be the 
split extension of & by 9,, i.e., the semi-direct sum with bracket 
C(x,, x2), o)1,~2)1 =(x,x, -x2x1, ~,,(Y~)-~,,(x~)). 0x2!, is an abelian 
ideal over % of !& so 2 is not semisimple (indeed L! is not reductive). As 
usual, if x = (x,) ~s1(2, %), define 6x = (6~~). Since the trace of 6x is the 
derivative of the trace of x, 6x E sf(2, a). So, if x E !i!i, 6xe f?2. Let B = 
{(x, 6x)) x l s1(2, @)f. Evidently 9 is a Zariski dense b-Q-Lie subalgebra 
over X of f?. Since 9 is 6 - Q-isomorphic to sf(2, a), S is b-simple. 
Let 9 be an g-linear A-semisimple A-F-Lie algebra over X. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that 9 c ‘$X?(N, a). Then, since it is easy 
to see that the Zariski closure 9 =48 is an F-Lie algebra over % 
(Cassidy DAG [4]), P = f? + ‘$I (semi-direct), where 2 is a semisimple 
F-Lie subalgebra over 3! of B called a Levi factor of g, and % is the 
radical of B (‘3 is a solvable F-ideal of 9 that contains every solvable 
ideal over & of 8.) Let 7~: B + f! be the canonical projection. Since 
‘% = ker JZ is a solvable F-ideal over Q of 9, it follows that 9 n ‘ill is a 
solvable A-F-ideal over X of 9, hence is 0. So, 7c maps 9 isomorphically 
onto a A-semisimple A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 2. Since 7z is a 
homomorphism of Lie algebras over % from 3 onto 2, X(P) = n(9). Thus, 
~(9’) is Zariski dense in 2. So, we have established the following theorem: 
THEOREM 10. Let 9’ be an S-linear A-F-Lie algebra over X. Then 9 is 
A-semisimple if and only if 9 is A&-isomorphic over .f to a Zariski dense 
A-F-Lie subalgebra over .X of a semisimple F-Lie algebra 2 over Q. 9 is 
A-simple if and only if I! is simple. 
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COROLLARY 1. 9 is an %-linear A-semisimple A-%-Lie algebra over X 
if and only $9 = 9, 0 . . . 0 %r:, where q. is a A-simple A-%-ideal of 8. B is 
a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over a A-%-closed subfield of 42. If 4%! 
is a A-simple A-closed ideal of B there is an index i such that 9I = 3. 
Note. It follows from Corollary 1 that every A-simple A-closed ideal of 
S is defined over %. Also, for linear A-semisimple A-%-Lie algebras over 
X the conditions “no abelian A-closed ideal” and “direct sum of A-simple 
A-%-ideals” are equivalent. 
COROLLARY 2. 9 is an %-linear A-simple A-%-Lie algebra over X if 
and only if there exist a A-%-Lie subspace P of @ A, a finitely A(P)- 
generated A(P)-extension $9 of % in %‘&, and a classical simple Q-Lie 
algebra 9l over 9 such that 9 is A(P)-Sisomorphic over X, to flu,. 
Furthermore, 9 may be taken to be an A-primitive A(P)-extension of a finite 
Galois extension of 9, where A is the simple Q-group whose Lie algebra of 
right invariant derivations is Q-isomorphic over 49 to ‘u. 
COROLLARY 3. An %-linear A-simple A-%-Lie algebra over X is a 
simple Lie algebra over X. An %-linear A-semisimple A-%-Lie algebra over 
X is a semisimple Lie algebra over X. 
Proof. If 9 is A-simple, 9 is isomorphic over XP to the classical simple 
Lie algebra a,,. ‘ux, is a simple Lie ring (Humphreys [lo]). Therefore, 
9 is simple as a Lie ring, hence as a Lie algebra over X. If 9 is A-semisim- 
ple, B = 9, 0 . . . @%,:, where 9, is a A-simple A-%-ideal over X of 9’. 9, 
is a simple algebra over X. Thus, 9’ is a semisimple Lie algebra over X. 
Note. 9 need not be finite-dimensional over X. 
8. THE GROUP OF DIFFERENTIAL RATIONAL AUTOMORPHISMS OF A SIMPLE 
%-LIE ALGEBRA OVER 92 
Let !2 be a simple n-dimensional %-Lie algebra over 42. An 
automorphism of the Lie algebra 2 over X that is also a A-rational 
automorphism of the additive group of !2 is called a A-rational 
automorphism of 2. Thus, if B is a basis over 4 of I! with coordinate 
functions y,, . . . . y,, then the coordinate functions of a A-rational 
automorphism of !2 are homogeneous linear differential polynomials in 
)‘I 3 .*., Yn* We denote the group of A-rational automorphisms of !2 by 
Autderat(2, X). Clearly, Aut(2, 42) c Autd+J2, .X). If P is a A-%-Lie sub- 
space over 9/X of 42 A, and A(P) is a commuting %-rational basis over 92 
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of P, let Aut d,P,.rat(e, X,) be the group of A(P)-rational automorphisms of 
2. The example in Section 7 shows that there are A-rational isomorphisms 
of simple Lie algebras over “2/ that are not linear over @ (are not rational). 
So, one would expect the group of A-rational automorphisms of f? to be 
larger than Aut(f?, “2). We shall show that this is not the case. 
LEMMA 1. Let Y be a Zariski dense A-closed Lie subalgebra over X of a 
simple n-dimensional F-Lie algebra over 49. Let (T in Autderat(Q, X) be such 
that gx = x for .\: in 9. Then D is the identity automorphism of II!!. 
Proof: Let e = (52, !& I7, (x,), c( E I7) be an epinglage to which B 
belongs. Let ((h,), a E l7, (x,), u E @) be a Chevalley basis of L! belonging to 
e, and, of course, to 9. Then oh = h for h in Bn @. There is a regular 
element h, of L! in Bn sj. Let h E 5. 0 = a[h, h,] = [oh, oh,] = [ah, h,]. 
So, ah is in the centralizer 6 in !i! of ho. So, (T leaves & stable. Let UE% 
and a E @. a[uh,, x,] = a(u[h,, x,]) = a(u(2x,)) = 2a(ux,). So, cr(ux,) = 
ta[uhl,x,] = f[o(uh,), gx,] = &[o(uh,), x,] = $(cr(uh,))x,, since 
o(uh,) E 6. Therefore, ~(ux,) E Q,, a E @; g leaves !& stable, for a E @. Now, 
the restriction crol of 0 to f!!, is a A-rational endomorphism over X of the 
l-dimensional vector 9, over 02. Thus, there is a linear differential operator 
L, such that oJux,)= L,(u)x,. But, ool must be injective, and if the order 
of L, is greater than 0, then ker L, # 0. So, there exists an element aor in 9, 
aor #O, such that ~Jux,) = a,ux,. Since G,(x,) = x,, a, = 1. Thus, UX= x 
for x in !i!!,, aE @. Now, for c1 E Z7, o(h,) = h,. Therefore, a(uh,) = 
u[ux,, x -ar]=[~(~~,),~_o,]=[uxI,x_.]=uh,.Leth~$3.h=~~.,u,h,. 
Therefore, since 0 is additive, a(h) = 1, E II b(u, h,) = C, E n u, h, = h. Thus, 
0 is the identity automorphism of f?. 
LEMMA 2. Let P be a A-9-subspace over a/X of 43 A, let A(P) be an 
F-rational commuting basis over 49 of P, let 9 be a Zariski dense A-closed 
Lie subalgebra over X of L! belonging to P, and let c be a A(P)-rational 
automorphism of 9. Then 09 is a Zariski dense A-closed Lie subalgebra over 
X of L? belonging to P. 
Proof: Let 1 be the rank of 2. 9 is a simple Lie algebra over Xp of 
dimension n and rank 1. G,, = 0 I 9 is an isomorphism of Lie algebras over 
X,I of dimension n and rank 1. Since o is a fortiori a A-rational 
automorphism of 2, a9 is a A-closed Lie subalgebra over .X of 2. Since (r 
is not assumed to be rational (i.e., linear over 4Y), we cannot assume that 
crB is Zariski dense in 8. However, the Zariski closure 3 = %(aY) of a9 
in 2 is the semi-direct sum of its radical and a semisimple Lie subalgebra 
2’ over @. Moreover, there is a homomorphism x over (%! from OB onto 9’ 
that maps a9 isomorphically onto a Zariski dense A-closed Lie subalgebra 
8’ over X of 52’. The restriction of x to a9 is an isomorphism, linear over 
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&, from aB onto 8’. It follows that 9’ is a simple Lie algebra over &, of 
rank 1 and dimension n. But, then, 2’ has rank 1 and dimension n (Sect. 6). 
Since 2’ is a Lie subalgebra over Q of L?, !iY = 2, and 3 = f?’ = f!. 
We must show that a9 belongs to P. Let B be a Chevalley basis of 2 
over 4 belonging to 9. Then, 9 = XplE8, whence aB = XpolEk Since 
%(ap) = 2, aB is linearly independent over 9. Therefore, OB is a basis of 
f? over 4. 09 contains a Chevalley basis B’ over % of 2. Since aS is an 
n-dimensional vector space over X,, 09 = &!I%‘= Qsp. Therefore, aS 
belongs to P. 
LEMMA 3. Let P be a A-9-Lie subspace over +2/X of % A. Let 9’ be a 
Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of fi? belonging to P and let a be a 
A(P)-rational automorphism over X, of 8. Then there is an automorphism 6 
over 42 of !2 such that c? 1 9 = a. 
Proof Since G is an automorphism of the simple Lie algebra 9 over 
X,, (r transforms a Chevalley basis B of B over & into a Chevalley basis 
B’ of B over X, (Bourbaki [2, Proposition 5, and Corollary 1, VIII 5.31). 
A Chevalley basis of S over X, is a Chevally basis of !i? over Q. Let B = 
(b l, . . . . b,); let x=x;= I uibi E 2. Define 3x=x;= I uiobi. It is easy to see 
that d is an automorphism over 9 of L! extending rr. (L? + @ BX, B and c 
is the extension of (r by “extension of scalars.“) 
THEOREM 11. Let !2 be a simple F-Lie algebra over 42 and let P be a 
A-F-Lie subspace over +2/X of ??l A, with F-rational commuting basis A(P) 
over ~2. Then Aut c,(P)-rat(C &I = Aut(C W 
Proof. Let 0 E AutdfPjmrat (2, .&), and let B be a Zariski dense A-closed 
Lie subalgebra over X of L! belonging to P. Since aB is a Zariski dense 
A-closed Lie subalgebra over X of !G (Lemma 2) there is an element r 
of Int(Q) such that oS=zY (Sect. 6). Therefore, r-l ~a is a A(P)- 
automorphism over X, of f! that keeps S stable. By a dimension 
argument, t - ’ o 0 1 d is a A( P)-rational automorphism over X, of 9. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3, there is an automorphism d of L! over Q such 
that cIT =r-‘o~l~. But, d and r - ’ 0 o are, of course, A-rational 
automorphisms of !i?!. Therefore, by Lemma 1, d = r-’ 0 g. Thus, u = r 0 d is 
in Aut( !i?!, 4Y). 
COROLLARY. Autderat(Q, X) = Aut(!& ‘%). 
9. THE GROUP OF DIFFERENTIAL RATIONAL AUTOMORPHISMS OF 
AN ~-LINEAR ~-SIMPLE A-F-LIE ALGEBRA OVER X 
Let (! be a A-simple F-linear A-F-Lie algebra over X. There is a 
A-F-Lie subspace P over a/X of Q A such that L! is an n-dimensional 
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simple Lie algebra over Xb (Sect. 7). We say that !Z belongs to P. An 
automorphism of the Lie algebra (! over X that is also a A-rational 
automorphism of the additive group of L! is a A-rational automorphism of 
2. As in Section 8, we denote by Autd-Jf?, X) the group of d-rational 
automorphisms of !& 
Let A(P) be an F-rational commuting basis over ‘J& of P. 52 is also a 
d(P)-simple Y-linear d(P)-F-Lie algebra over Xp. The group Aut(!$ Xp) 
of automorphisms over Xp of the Lie algebra L! over X, equals the group 
Aut ~~~~-rat(~, G). F or, clearly, every A(P)-rational automorphism of I? is 
an automorphism of L! over Xp. Conversely, if c E Aut(Q, Xp), and B is a 
basis (not necessarily rational over 9) of (! with coordinate functions 
)‘I, . . . . y,r the coordinate functions of c are homogeneous linear 
polynomials in yr, . . . . Y,, with coefficients in Xp. So, cr is certainly in 
Aut d(Ptrat(C -&I. 
Note. If we use the basis B to embed I! in X;, then (r can be identified 
with the restriction to (! of an endomorphism of %? over %! (a rational 
map). If f? is a A(P)-rational endomorphism of the vector space ‘$Q(N, %!), 
there is a A( P)-rational endomorphism of the vector space !jU( N, %) over 
Xp whose restriction to I? is (T (Cassidy [6]). 
THEOREM 12. Let L! be a A-simple F-linear A-F-Lie algebra over 
X belonging to a A-F-Lie subspace P over @IX of 9 A. Then 
Autd-A% Xl = AUfz,(p)-rat(2, Xi)= AN% &I. 
Proof We make no use of the field 9 of definition. Therefore, we refer 
to 53 as a A-simple linear A-algebraic Lie algebra over X. We first observe 
that if A’ is a commuting basis of % A over %, f? is a A’-simple linear 
A’-algebraic Lie algebra over X and Autd,&e!, X) = Autd+Jf?, X). 
We can extend A(P) to a commuting basis of % A over % (Kolchin 
DAG [16, Proposition 7, p. 13]), so, we may assume that A = A(P) u Z 
X, is a A-field and, of course, a E-field. The field of Z-constants of Xp is 
X. Moreover, Xp is a universal Z-field (Kolchin DAG [ 16, p. 2431). Let 
B = (b,, . . . . 6,) be a basis over X, of f?. Let x E 2. x=x;=, uibi, where 
ui E Xp. Therefore, if rr is a A-rational automorphism of 9 over X, ux = 
XI= 1 a;(u,v ...) un)biv where a,(~,, . . . . u,) is a homogeneous linear 
A-polynomial expression in u,, . . . . u,. Let 6 E A(P). Since 6ui = 0, i = 1, . . . . n, 
a,(u, 7 ..., u,) is a homogeneous linear E-polynomial expression in ur, . . . . u,. 
Therefore, Autderat(Q, Xx) = Aut,,,,(Q, X). Now, X, is a universal Z-field 
and we can regard I! as a simple Lie algebra over Xp of dimension n. 
We replace % by X, in the Corollary, Theorem 10, Section 7. Thus, 
Autd&Q!, X) = AutE& 2, X) = Aut( 9, Xp). 
It follows from the theorem that we can regard Autderat(Q, X) as an 
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algebraic group relative to the universe XP or as a A-algebraic group 
relative to the universe 42. Its identity component is the group of inner 
automorphisms of the Lie algebra 2 over XP. It is thus generated by 
{ exp ad x 1 ad x is nilpotent }. 
10. THE CONNECTED A-SEMISIMPLE DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
We recall from Kolchin, DAG some basic concepts from the theory of 
differential algebraic groups. Let G be a connected A-P-group (connected 
differential algebraic group defined over 5). We associate to G a A-P-Lie 
algebra over X called f?,(G). Its elements, called A-derivations on G, are 
right invariant derivations over 4 of the A-field of A-rational functions on 
G, that commute with the elements of A. There is a finitely generated 
A-extension 9 of 9 in Ft such that the additive group of 2,(G) is 
2%alIine; there is a natural number n and a A-Y-isomorphism from the 
additive group of e,(G) onto a A-%subgroup of the additive group GE of 
4”. G is commutative if and only if 2!,(G) is abelian. 
If H is a connected A-closed subgroup of G, then the inclusion map 
H+ G enables us to embed 2?,(H) in 2!,(G). So, for ease of exposition, we 
will assume that !i?!,(H) c 2,(G). Z-Z is normal in G if and only if Qb(H) is 
an ideal of P!,(G). The Lie algebra of the identity component of the center 
of G is the center of f?!,(G). Moreover, if H and H’ are connected A-closed 
subgroups of G, then H c H’ if and only if Q?,(H) c !2!,(Zf’). 
Let G and G’ be connected A-F-groups and let a: G + G’ be a A-rational 
homomorphism. a induces a A-rational homomorphism ax from 2!,(G) to 
!2!,(G’). The kernel of a” is the Lie algebra of the kernel of a, and 
i!,(a(G))=ax(!i?!,(G)); a is an isomorphism if and only if ax is an 
isomorphism. In particular, for g E G, the inner automorphism r, that sends 
x to g -‘xg induces a A-9( g)-rational automorphism r,” of L?,(G). Let G’ 
be the set of all rf, go G. G’ is a connected A-s-group and is 
A-9-isomorphic to G/C(G). The homomorphism T: G + G’, sending g to 
7g#, is such that 7 #: f!,(G) + !2JAd G) sends D to ad D. 
If A’ is a commuting subset of @ A that is linearly independent over 4, 
with field 37’ of constants in “2, and G is a connected At-P-group, then G 
is also a connected A-P-group (the induced A-F-group of the A’-Y-group 
G). The Lie algebra Q,.(G), which has an induced structure of A-F-Lie 
algebra over X, is canonically A-P-isomorphic over X to 2!,(G). In par- 
ticular, if G is an F-group (connected algebraic group defined over 9), 
and A’= 0, G is a A-F-group and 2(G), the R-Lie algebra over 42 
of invariant derivations on the algebraic group G, is canonically 
A-F-isomorphic over X to 2!,(G). 
If G is a connected A’-F-subgroup of GL(n, ai), then the Lie algebra 9 
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over X’ of matrices of G is a A’@-Lie subalgebra over X’ of (fj!iZ(,, ‘%). B 
is A’-94somorphic over X’ to c,(G) and is, of course, A-9-isomorphic 
over X to g!,(G). In particular, f!!,(G) and Q!,(G) are 9-linear. We now 
define a connected A-R-group G to be F-linear if there is a natural num- 
ber n and an injective A-9-homomorphism from G into GL(n, 91). We 
define a connected A-F-group G to be A-simple if G is non-commutative 
and has no proper connected normal A-closed subgroups. G is A-semi- 
simple if it has no nontrivial connected normal commutative A-closed 
subgroups. Clearly, every connected A-simple A-F-group is A-semisimple. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let G be a connected A-F-group. G is A-semisimple if 
and only if e!,(G) is A-semisimple. If f?!,(G) is A-simple, then G is A-simple. 
Proof Suppose 9!,(G) is A-semisimple, and let N be a nontrivial con- 
nected commutative normal A-closed subgroup of G. Then QA(N) is a non- 
trivial abelian A-closed ideal of 9A(G). This contradicts the semisimplicity 
of Q!,(G). Similarly, if Q,(G) is A-simple, then G is A-simple. 
Suppose G is A-semisimple and let .k” be a nontrivial abelian A-closed 
ideal over X of P,(G). The centralizer &edcc)(U,V-) is the set of D’ in 9(G) 
such that [D, D’] = 0 for D in ,Y. C,(X) = {g E G ( s,(D) = D, D E ,V > is 
a A-closed subgroup of G, &e& ,Y) is a A-closed Lie subalgebra over X 
of QJG), and, if H is the identity component of C,(X), then gA(H) = 
tXedcc,(Jlr) (Kolchin DAG [16, Theorem 6, p. 2553). Since Ee,&J’-) con- 
tains the abelian ideal Jc’“, it is not 0, whence H is not trivial. Since JV is a 
A-closed ideal over X of f!!,(G), (EPd(GJ(J V) is also a A-closed ideal over X 
of g,(G). Therefore, H is a nontrivial connected normal subgroup of G. Let 
N be the identity component of the center of H. Then, X!,(N) is the center 
of 2A(fo = hd(G, (J”). It is easy to see that the center f?,(N) of the 
A-closed ideal %,,,,,(.M) over X is itself a A-closed ideal over X of 
QJG). Since Jf c g!,(N), 5Jd(N) is nonzero. Therefore, N is a nontrivial 
connected normal commutative A-closed subgroup of G, which contradicts 
the semisimplicity of G. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a connected A-F-subgroup of GL(n, %), and let 4p 
be its A-F-Lie algebra over X of matrices. Then G is A-semisimple if and 
only if9 is A-semisimple. If B is A-simple, then G is A-simple. 
Let G be a connected A-F-group, and let -Ir be a A-P-subgroup of G;. 
Y is a A-9-subspace over X of the A-F-vector space 4” over X. In par- 
ticular, Y is defined by homogenous linear A-polynomials and is connec- 
ted. A A-S-operation of G on -Y- is a structure on Y of differential 
algebraic space for G, defined over 9 (G acting on the right), such that 
(v+w)g=vg+wg (v, WEV, gEG). For each VEV, the map 1, that 
assigns to g the element vg is an everywhere defined A-9( v )-map from G 
into V. For gE G, the map pp, defined by the formula p,(v) = vg, is a 
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A-9( g)-automorphism of Y (Kolchin DAG [ 16, VIII.71). We say that 
G A-F-operates on Y. (For details see [ 161.) 
THEOREM 13. Let G be a connected A-%-group and let V be a 
A-g-subgroup of 63; such that G A-F-operates on f. Then there is a finitely 
A-generated A-extension field 3 of 9 in f#!, a natural number N, and a 
A-f-homomorphism a: G + GL(N, %), with the kernel of a equal to the set 
of g E G such that vg = v for all v E V. 
Proof. Since the ring of everywhere defined differential rational 
functions on Y is often larger than the coordinate ring (Cassidy DAG 
[4]), it is not obvious that there is a finite-dimensional subspace over Q of 
the algebra of everywhere defined differential rational functions on Y that 
is stable under the operation of G and generates 9(G) as a differential field 
extension of a. 
We observe, however, that for gE G, since pg is a A-F(g)- 
automorphism of *Y- there is a A-9(g)-endomorphism of Gi whose 
restriction to Y is pg [6, Proposition 3, Corollary 4, p. 2371. Thus, 
there exist homogeneous linear differential polynomials L,, . . . . L, in 
9<gN4’1, .a-9 y,} such that p,(v) = (L,(v), . . . . L,(v)) [6]. We should also 
note that p,(v) = J,(g). We can write Li(v) = & aiieOvj, j= 1, . . . . n, 8= 
8;’ . . .Sz E 8, aiis E Q, au0 = 0 for all but a finite number of j, 19. 
Let cp, . . . . (P,, be the F-coordinate functions on -Y-. Then, for DE Y, 
q,(v) = ui, the ith coordinate of u, i = 1, . . . . n. ?#{ cpl, . . . . cp,} is the differen- 
tial coordinate ring of Y, and 9(V) = @( cp ,, ,,,, .,, ). Let g E G and let pg*: 
9(Y) +9(V) be the A-automorphism over @ defined by the formula 
P,*(cPi) = (Pi o Pg, i = 13 -7 n. Then, p,*(cp,) = & aiie&pj, where aiie E 9, as 
above. Moreover, p,*(cp,) is in 9( g){cpi, . . . . cp,}. Fix i, let cp = (pi, and 
take g generic for G over 9. Write p,*(q) = I;=, uktik, where ak E 4 and 
W , , . . . . +,} is a subset of { 8qj 1 aiis # 0} maximal linearly independent over 
9; since 11/i, .. . . $I are in 4{(p,, . . . . cp,}, {(cl,, .. . . til} is maximal linearly 
independent over 4. We can find v’, . . . . vr E Y such that 4t( g) and 
%(v’, . ..) or) are linearly disjoint over 9 and det(+,(v,)) # 0. 
For o~“lr, let 1:: 9(V) + 9(G) be defined by the formula nt(qj)= 
cpjoA,, j= 1, . . . . n. Then Aif = P,*(cPj)(v)* 
Consider the system l;.(q)(a) = p,*(cp)(vj) = I:;=, a,ll/,Jv), j= 1, . . . . r. 
$1(v1) ... . J,:(cp)(g) ... Il/,(o,) 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
ak = det $I(&) ..* . xxcp)k) ... +A&) 
det(l(rdoj)) 
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Thus, ak E%(v’, . . . . vr)( g). Moreover, there is a function tk in 
%( 29, . . . . u’){G(cp)9 . ..1 G(cp)) such that uk = l,Jg). In particular, tk is 
everywhere defined on G. Let 9 = %(v’, . . . . or). Since 9(g) and 9 are 
linearly disjoint over %, g is generic for G over 9. 
Let (u, g) be generic for I’ x G over 9. Let (o’, g’) be in Y x G. Then 
w +G u’g, and I;= 1 tk(g) +k(u) +g XL=, tk(g’) $k(u’). Therefore, y’g’ = 
E:;=, tk(g’)tik(u’). Thus, ~,‘(fl=C;=, lk(g’)lclk. So, for all gEG, 
P,*(f)=C;=, 5kk)tik. 
By an argument paralleling the one above, we can find g,, . . . . g, in G 
such that det(ck(gi)) # 0. Therefore, we can express tik as a linear com- 
bination over @ of (p:(q)), j= 1, . . . . r. Let W be the vector space over X 
generated by {pz(qi) 1 g E G, i = 1, . . . . n}. There is a basis c,, . . . . cN of W 
and tik in %(G), everywhere defined on G, such that for g E G, 
P,*(cPi)= i Si/c(g)Ckr i = 1, . ..) N. 
k=l 
The matrix [t&(g)] has nonzero determinant. Take 3 now to be a com- 
mon differential field of definition of rik, i= 1, . . . . N, k = 1, . . . . N. Since 
cp, are in w, pg* Iw is the identity map if and only if for all u E Y 
ril’i. Now, let a(g)= (tik(g)). 
COROLLARY 1. If G A-%-operates effectively on a A-%-subgroup of Gi, 
then G is linear. 
As we remarked at the beginning of this section, if G is a connected 
A-%-group, the Lie algebra 9,(G) has as its additive group a A-%-group 
that is Y-affme, where Y is a finitely A-generated A-extension of % in %t. 
Thus, there is a A-B-isomorphism I from the additive group of B,(G) onto 
a A-g-subgroup Y of S; for some n. The A-%-operation of G on Q!,(G) 
defined by the formula (g, D) H r,(D) transfers via t to a A-B-operation of 
G on Y. Since f!,(G) is not a vector space over Q and is usually an 
infinite-dimensional vector space over X, it is not obvious that the group 
G/C(G) is linear. The linearity of G/C(G) follows from Theorem 13, whose 
proof dualizes r. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a connected A-%-group. There is a finitely 
A-generated A-extension $3 of 9 in %+ such that G/C(G) is g-linear. 
If G and G’ are connected A-%-groups, a surjective A-%-homomorphism 
cp: G + G’ with finite kernel is called a A-%-isogeny. cp induces a one to one 
correspondence between the sets of A-%-closed connected subgroups of G 
and G’, -viz., HH q(H), H’ H the identity component of cp - ‘( H’). So, if H, 
and H, are A-closed connected subgroups of G, then H, = H, if and only if 
cp(H,) = cp(H,). 
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COROLLARY 3. Let G be a connected A-semisimple A-%-group. There is 
a finitely A-generated A-extension field Y of 9 in %t and a A-%-isogeny cp 
from G onto a Winear A-semisimple A-%-group G’. 
Proof Since G is A-semisimple, the center of G is finite. Therefore, 
the homomorphism r: G + Aut(Q!,(G)) is a A-%-isogeny. In particular, 
G/C(G) is A-semisimple. 
COROLLARY 4. Let 9 be a A-semisimple A-%-Lie algebra over 2 such 
that there is a connected A-%-group G with 2!,(G) A-%-isomorphic over X 
to 9. Then there is a finitely A-generated A-extension $9 of 4 in %? and a 
connected Y-linear A-%-group G’ such that S is A-%-isomorphic to !2,(G’). 
COROLLARY 5. If B is a A-semisimple A-%-Lie algebra over X such 
that there is a connected A-%-group G with !2JG) A-%-isomorphic over X 
to 8, then there is a finitely A-generated A-extension field B of % in %t 
such that 9 is Q-linear. 
COROLLARY 6. If 9 is a A-semisimple A-%-Lie algebra over X such 
that there is a connected A-%-group G with QA(G) A-%-isomorphic over X 
to S, then there is a finitely A-generated A-extension$eld B of % in %t and 
A-simple A-Sideals 9,) . . . . 3 of B such that %=%, 8 ... 08:. 3. is a 
finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over a A-B-closed subfield of 9. If d is 
a A-simple A-closed ideal of 8, there is an index i, 1 5 i 5 t, such that 
d=Z. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let G be a connected A-semisimple A-%-group. Then 
[G, GIA =G. 
Proof By Corollary 5, there is a finitely A-generated A-extension field 
B of % in %t such that Q!,(G) is ‘&linear. Since QJG) is A-semisimple, 
it follows from Theorem 10, Corollary 3, that [e,(G), e,(G)ld = 
C2A(G), ~,(@I = GAG). Now, 2ACG Gl) = CQAG), 2,(G)lA Wlchin 
DAG [16, VIII.123). Therefore, !$,([G, G],) = g!,(G). Since [G, Gld is 
connected [16, p. 1111, it follows that [G, Gld =G. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let G be a connected A-semisimple A-%-group and 
suppose there is an injective A-%-homomorphism from G into a connected 
%-group G’. Then G is %-linear. 
Proof We may suppose that G is contained in G’. By the Chevalley 
Structure Theorem (Rosenlicht [23]) there is a unique maximal connected 
linear algebraic subgroup L of G’, defined over 9, an abelian variety H, 
defined over 4, and a surjective %-homomorphism c(: G’ + H, with kernel 
L. Since t.x(G’) is commutative, ker(cr1 G) 2 [G, G], . Since [G, G], = G, it 
follows that G c L. 
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THEOREM 14. Let G be a connected S-linear A-semisimple A&-group. 
Then G is A-F-isomorphic to a Zariski dense A-F-subgroup of a connected 
semisimple F-group A. 
Proof We may assume that G is a A-9-subgroup of GL(n, a). Then, 
the Zariski closure G of G in GL(n, %) is a connected F-subgroup of 
GL(n, a). Therefore, since the characteristic of +Y is 0, G = G, . A (semi- 
direct), where G, is the unipotent radical of G (the maximal connected nor- 
mal unipotent algebraic subgroup of G) and A is reductive (the unipotent 
radical of A is trivial). Both G, and A are connected F-subgroups of G 
(Hochschild [9, VIII.4, Theorem 4.3, p. 1171). By Proposition 11, - - - - 
[G, Gld = G. Now, [G, G] c [G, G]. Thus, since [G, G] is A-closed, - - - - 
[G, Gld c [G, G]. Moreover, since [G, G] is closed in the Zariski - - - - 
topology, CG, c [G, G]. Therefore, G c [G, G]. So, G = [G, G]. Let - - 
n: G + A be the canonical projection, with kernel G,. Since [G, G] = G 
and rc is surjective, [A, A] = A. Since A is reductive and [A, A] = A, A is 
semisimple (Humpreys [ 11, Lemma, p. 1253 ). So, n maps G onto a Zariski 
dense A-F-subgroup of the connected semisimple F-group A. Now, 
G n G, is a unipotent A-9-subgroup of G. If G n G, is nontrivial, then it 
has a nontrivial center, and since G n G, is unipotent, its center is connec- 
ted. Since G n G, is a normal subgroup of G, its center is normal in G. This 
contradicts the semisimplicity of G. Therefore, ~1~ is injective. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a connected A-semisimple A-S-group. There is a 
finitely A-generated A-extension field 9 of 9 in Ftt and a A-Sisogeny from 
G onto a Zariski dense A-Q-subgroup of a connected semisimple B-group A. 
We should note that there is no need to state that A is g-linear since 
there is a $6homomorphism T with finite kernel from A onto the Q-linear 
g-group A/C(A). This implies that A is g-linear (Rosenlicht [23, 
Corollary 2, Theorem 12, p. 4291). 
Let G be a connected Zariski dense A-F-subgroup of a connected 
semisimple s-group A. We may assume that A is an F-subgroup 
of GL(n, 6%). Then the Lie algebra ‘% of matrices of A is a semisimple 
F-Lie subalgebra over Q of (tif?(n, %!), and the Lie algebra B of matrices 
of G is a Zariski dense A-g-Lie subalgebra over X of cL[ (Cassidy [4, 
Proposition 20, p. 9271). In particular, 9 is A-semisimple and equals its 
normalizer in X 
PROPOSITION 13. Let G be a connected Zariski dense A-F-subgroup of a 
connected semisimple F-group A. Then G is A-semisimple and equals its 
connected normalizer in A. 
Proof We assume that A is contained in GL(n, @), and use the above 
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notation. Since I&!JG) is A-8-isomorphic to the Lie algebra 9 of matrices 
of G, it is A-semisimple. Therefore, by Proposition 10, G is A-semisimple. 
Now, the normalizer of S in 9l is the Lie algebra of matrices of the 
A-F-subgroup H of A consisting of all a E A such that a-‘xa is in B for x 
in S (Cassidy [S, Corollary 1, Proposition 16, p. 2611). Therefore, since 9 
equals its normalizer in 2l, the Lie algebra of matrices of G equals the Lie 
algebra of matrices of H. Therefore, G is the component of the identity of 
H. If a is in the normalizer N of G in A, a-‘Ga= G. It follows that 
a -‘&I = 9 (Cassidy [4, p. 9291). So, Nc H, whence the identity com- 
ponent of N is contained in the identity component G of H. Therefore, G is 
the identity component of N. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let 9 be an .F-linear A-semisimple A-F-Lie algebra 
over X. There is a connected 54’near A-F-group G such that 9 is 
A-9-isomorphic over X to !2A(G). 
Proof By Theorem 10, we may assume that B is a Zariski dense 
A-g-Lie subalgebra over X of a semisimple F-Lie subalgebra 2 over 9 of 
YS?(n, %). Since ‘$I is semisimple, there is a connected semisimple s-sub- 
group A of GL(n, %) whose Lie algebra of matrices is A. By Proposition 6, 
9 equals its normalizer in ‘% Therefore, as we noted in the proof of 
Proposition 13, there is a connected A-9-subgroup G of A whose Lie 
algebra of matrices is 8. QA(G) is A-9-isomorphic over X to 8. 
COROLLARY. Let 9 be a A-semisimple A-algebraic Lie algebra over X. 
Then 9 is A-rationally isomorphic to !i?A(G), G a connected A-algebraic 
group, if and only if 9 is linear. 
If A is a connected semisimple F-subgroup of GL(n, a), there exist 
connected nontrivial simple normal F-subgroups A,, . . . . A, of A such that 
1” if i#j, [A,, Aj] = 1, 
2” the product morphism a: A, x ... x A, + A is an 9-isogeny, 
3” if N is a nontrivial connected normal simple algebraic subgroup of 
A then there is an index i such that N= Ai (Humphreys [ 11, Theorem, 
27.5, p. 1671). 
Let 9l be the Lie algebra of matrices of A. If 5 is a simple component of 
au, then there is an index j such that 9 = l(Aj). Furthermore, 2tj = l(Aj) is a 
simple component of %, j= 1, . . . . t. Also, rrIx: ‘%r x ... xUu, +9l is the 
f-isomorphism that sends (J$, . . . . dt;) to &r + . . . + -c4,. 
THEOREM 15. Let G be a Zuriski dense connected A-F-subgroup of a 
semisimple F-subgroup A of GL(n, ?&) with simple components A,, . . . . A,. 
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Then there exist connected nontrivial A-simple normal A-9-subgroups 
G,, ..,, G, of G such that 
1” lf i # j, [G,, G,] = 0; 
2” the product morphism K: G, x ... x G, + G is a A-5F-isogeny; 
3” Gi is the identity component of G n Ai, and is Zariski dense in A,; 
4” if 9 is the Lie algebra of matrices of G, it is Zariski dense in the 
Lie algebra 2I of matrices of A; if ?F,, . . . . % are the simple components of 9, 
then 3 is the Lie algebra of matrices of G,; 
5” G is A-semisimple. 
Proof: Since G is Zariski dense in A, B is Zariski dense in ‘8 (Cassidy 
[4, Proposition 20, p. 9271). Therefore, g is A-semisimple, whence so is G. 
Let VI ,, . . . . 21L, be the simple components of 9I. By Theorem 6, B = 
.p, @ ... Opt:, where $ = B n si is Zariski dense in Mi. Therefore, 3 
equals its normalizer in 5?fIi. Thus, there is a connected Zariski dense 
A-4-subgroup Gi of Ai whose Lie algebra of matrices is e. Since 8 is an 
ideal of 8, Gi is normal in G. Since g is A-simple, so is Gi. Suppose i # j. 
Since [G,, Gj], is contained in [A,, Aj], [G,, Gj] = 1. 
Let H = G, . . . G, = x(G, x . . . x G,). H is a connected A-F-subgroup of 
G. Thus, the Lie algebra 8 of matrices of H is contained in the Lie algebra 
of matrices of G. Since Gi c H, q c !+j. Therefore, 9 = $ 0 .a. 0 9, is 
contained in sj. Thus, B = !+j, whence G = G, . . . G, = ~t(Gr x . . . x G,). The 
restriction of rc to G, x ... x G, is clearly a A-9-isogeny. 
Now, the Lie algebra of matrices of G n Ai is 9 n Vii (Cassidy [S]). 
Therefore, Gi is the identity component of G n Ai. We call G,, . . . . G, the 
simple components of G. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a connected Zariski dense A&-subgroup of a 
connected semisimple F-subgroup A of GL(n, 9 ). Then G is A-simple rf and 
only I$ A is simple. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a connected A-Y-group and let cp: G + G’ be a 
A-F-isogeny from G onto a Zariski dense A-F-subgroup of a semisimple 
F-group A. Then G is A-simple tf and only rf A is simple. 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a connected A-F-group, Then G is A-simple if 
and only rf Q,(G) is A-simple. 
Proof We need only show that if G is A-simple, then so is QA(G). By 
Theorems 13 and 14, there is a finitely A-generated A-extension field Y of 
9 in St and a A-Y-isogeny from G onto a Zariski dense A-$-subgroup G’ 
of a connected semisimple %-subgroup A of GL(n, %). Since G’ is A-simple, 
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so is A by Corollary 2. Therefore, the Lie algebra 2I of matrices of A is 
simple. The Lie algebra 8’ of matrices of G’ is a Zariski dense A-Y-Lie 
subalgebra over X of 2I. Therefore, by Proposition 7, 9’ is A-simple. Since 
gA(G) is A-B-isomorphic over X to 8’, Q,(G) is A-simple. 
COROLLARY 4. Let G be a connected Zariski dense A-F-subgroup 
of a connected semisimple F-subgroup A of GL(n, S!). Zf N is a nontrivial 
A-simple connected normal A-closed subgroup of G, then N is a simple 
component of G. 
Proof: The Lie algebra X of matrices of N is a nontrivial A-simple 
A-closed ideal of the Lie algebra S of matrices of G. By Corollary 3, S is 
A-simple. Therefore, by Theorem 10, Corollary 1, ,v is a simple component 
of B. Thus, N is a simple component of G. 
THEOREM 16. Let G be a connected A-semisimple A-F-group. There 
exist a finitely generated A-extension B of 9 in Ft and connected nontrivial 
A-simple normal A-g-subgroups Gt, . . . . G, of G such that 
1” ij-i# j, [G,, Gj], = 1; 
2” the product morphism G, x ... x G, + G is a A-$6isogeny; 
3” ifLY,:, . ..) % are the simple components of !i?d(G), then $ = Q,(G,), 
i=l t; , . . . . 
4” if N is a nontrivial connected normal A-simple A-closed subgroup of 
G, then there is an index i such that N = Gi. 
ProojI By the Corollary of Theorem 14, there is a finitely A-generated 
A-extension $ of 4 in 9’ and a A-B-isogeny cp from G onto a connected 
Zariski dense A-%subgroup G’ of a connected semisimple Y-subgroup A of 
GL(n, a). Let G;, . . . . G: be the simple components of G’. Let Gi be the 
identity component of cp-‘(G:). Then Gi is a nontrivial connected normal 
A-simple A-B-subgroup of G (Kolchin [ 16, IV.5, p. Ill]). Since 
cp([G,, Gjld) = [G!, G./l = 1, and [G,, Gj], is connected, it follows that 
[G,, Gj] = 1. 
Let N be a nontrivial connected normal A-simple A-closed subgroup of 
G. Then N’ = q(N) is a nontrivial connected normal A-simple A-closed 
subgroup of G’. Therefore, by Corollary 4 of Theorem 15, there is an index 
i such that N’ = Gi. Therefore, N is the identity component Gi of cp-‘(G:). 
Since G, , . . . . G, are nontrivial connected normal A-simple A-%ubgroups 
of G, Q!,(G,), a.., g!,(G,) are nontrivial A-closed ideals of f??,(G) and are 
A-simple by Corollary 3 of Theorem 15. Therefore, they are among the 
simple components of g!,(G). 
Since cp is a A-g-isogeny from G onto G’, rp # is a A-B-isomorphism over 
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Y from f!,(G) onto Q!,(G’). Since Q,(G’) is A-Y-isomorphic over X to the 
Lie algebra of matrices of G’, it follows that Q,(G’), hence f?!,(G), has s 
simple components. Therefore, s = t and we have established 3”. We 
establish 2” by a proof that parallels that of Theorem 15. 
Clas@cation of the Connected A-Semisimple A-Algebraic Groups 
Let G be a connected A-simple A&-group. Then we know that there is a 
A-rational isogeny from G onto a connected Zariski dense A-algebraic sub- 
group of a connected simple algebraic subgroup of GL(N, %). If G is 
s-linear, the isogeny can be taken to be a A-F-isomorphism. 
We first examine more closely the connected A-F-subgroups G of a con- 
nected simple F-subgroup A of dimension n of GL(N, @) that are Zariski 
dense in A. 
Let 2I be the Lie algebra of matrices of A. Then 9I is a simple F-Lie sub- 
algebra over @ of QX?(N, @), and the Lie algebra B of matrices of G is a 
Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of 2l. There are a A-F-Lie sub- 
space P over @/X of 4 A, a finitely A(P)-generated A( P)-extension ‘9 of 
Fin@ A(p, c 9+, and a Chevalley basis B of ‘$I over @ such that B = ‘%!&p. 
Let e = (2I, !& 17, (x,), a EU) be the 9-epinglage such that El belongs to e. 
The Cartan subalgebra 8 of Li is diagonalizable over 9 since ad $ is 
diagonalizable over Y (Humphreys [lo]). Let T be the maximal torus of A 
whose Lie algebra of matrices is !$. Then T is diagonalizable, whence A is 
g-split. 
A connected simple Q-subgroup A’ of GL(r, %!) such that A’ has a 
maximal torus T’ that is diagonalizable over Q is called a Cheualley group. 
If A’ is a Chevalley group and P is a A-F-Lie subspace over !#/X of 4 A, 
Then A>,, = A’ n GL(r, X,) is a connected A-F-subgroup of A’, Zariski 
dense in A’. If 2I’ is the Lie algebra of matrices of A’, then 21Lp is the Lie 
algebra of matrices of ALp. 
It follows from a result of Chevalley [8] that there is a Cheoalley group 
A’ and a B-isomorphism rp from A onto A’ such that rp( T) = T’ is diagonal. 
Thus, A is an F-form of A’ (viewed as an F-group), that is B-isomorphic to 
A’ and T is an F-form of T’. 
The adjoint mapping Ad maps A onto Int(2l), the identity component of 
Aut(‘%, %). Ad is an 9-isogeny, with kernel the center C(A). Let eB: 
Int(rU) + GL(iV, a) be the matrix representation of Int(2I) relative to the 
Chevalley basis B and let A, = a&nt(%)) = a,(Ad A). A, is a Chevalley 
group of adjoint type [24]. We denote its Lie algebra of matrices by a,,. 
Let a=ag 0 Ad. Then a# : 2I -+ ‘%, assigns to x the matrix of ad x relative 
to 5% Thus, a”(9)= (‘%e),,. But, a” maps the Lie algebra of matrices of 
G onto the Lie algebra of matrices of a(G). So, the Lie algebra of matrices 
of a(G) is (‘&,),,. So, the F-isogeny from A onto the Chevalley group A0 
of adjoint type maps G onto (AO)Xp. 
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Attached to A is a simply connected Chevalley group A0 [24]. There 
exist Q-isogenies p: A’+ A’ and v: A’--) A0 and a Y-isogeny /I: A’+ A, 
making the following diagram commutative: 
Now, a(G) = (Ao).rp. v(cp(G)) = a(G) = (A,),,. Since v is a Q-isogeny, 
v((A’)xp) = (AoLcp. Since q(G) and ( A’)Xp are connected A-algebraic 
subgroups of A’ and cp is a A-5%isogeny, q(G)= (A’);Yp. Thus, G is 
A-Y-isomorpic to ( A’)Xp. The differential algebraic group G is an f-form 
of the Chevalley group (A’),,, viewed as a differential algebraic group. 
Furthermore, cp(fi( A”)xr) = p( (A”)r,) = ( A’)JYp since p is a Q-isogeny. But, 
(A’),, = q(G). So, t!?((A”)x,) = G. We have proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 17. Let G be an F-linear connected A-simple A-p-group. 
There exist a A-9-subspace P over %!/X of 4 A, a finitely A(P)-generated 
A(P)-extension $9 of 9 in 9&r, c @, a Chevalley group A’, and a 
A(P)-5%isomorphism cp from G onto A>,. Furthermore, there exist a 
simply connected Chevalley group A’, a Chevalley group A0 of adjoint 
type, A-Q-isogenies ,u: (AO)JYp + (A’),, and v: (A’),, + (AO);Ypr and 
A-9-isogenies a: G -+ (A,),, and fi: (A”)x-, + G such that the following 
diagram is commutative: 
(A”),, ’ + (A’)xp y (A,), 
COROLLARY. Let G be a connected A-simple A&-group. There exist a 
A-F-Lie subspace over 42/X of Q A, a finitely A-generated extension Y of 
9 in St, a Chevalley group A’, and a A-Sisogeny cp from G onto (A’);Pp. 
THEOREM 18. Let G be a connected A-semisimple A-F-group. There 
exist a finitely A-generated A-extension 9 of 9 in St A-Y-Lie subspaces Pi 
over ?&/X of 4 A, and Chevalley groups Ai, relative to the universe Xr,, 
i = 1, . . . . r, such that there is a A-Sisogeny cp: A, x . .. x A, + G. 
In the next theorem we describe the connected Zariski dense 
A-9-subgroups of a simple Chevalley group. 
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THEOREM 19. Let G be a connected Zariski dense A-F-subgroup of a 
simple Chevalley group A. Then there is a A-g-Lie subspace P over S/X of 
% A and an A-primitive A(P)-extension 3 of F in F&r, such that G is 
conjugate over 3 to AXp. 
Proof: Let 2l be the Lie algebra of matrices of A and let B be the Lie 
algebra of matrices of G. Then ‘+I is a simple Q-Lie algebra over %! and 9 is 
a Zariski dense A-F-Lie subalgebra over X of ‘8. The result then follows 
from Proposition 9. 
Let L! be a simple n-dimensional F-Lie algebra over Q. Let P be a 
A-F-Lie subspace over %!/X of 4% A and let V be a flat P-F-connection on 
L! defining a Lie P-F-structure on f!. Recall that an automorphism u of the 
Lie algebra L! over % is a P-automorphism relative to cp if for all 6 E P and 
x E f!, a(q)(b)(x)) = cp(d)(o(x)), i.e., o-‘cpa = cp. Let A, be the subgroup of 
A = Int(e) consisting of all inner P-automorphisms of L?. 
THEOREM 20. Let L! be a simple F-Lie algebra over f?/ of dimension n 
and let G be a connected Zariski dense A-F-subgroup of A = Int( 2). There is 
a A-F-Lie subspace P over ?&f/X of 9 A and a flat P-F-connection V on L?, 
defining a split P-p-structure cp on 2, such that G is the set of inner 
automorphisms o such that o-‘cpa = cp. 
Proof ad 2 is the F-Lie algebra over Q of linear transformations over 
4!! on 2 associated with Int(Q), i.e., Int(Q) is generated by exp ad x such 
that ad x is nilpotent. In particular, ad (! is F-isomorphic over & to 
f?,(Int(%!)). Let 6? be the Zariski dense A-s-Lie subalgebra over X of L! 
such that G is generated be exp ad x, x E 8, ad x nilpotent, i.e., ad B is the 
A-B-Lie algebra over X of linear transformations over % of 2 associated 
with G, and ad 9 is Zariski dense in ad 2. 
Let P be the A-F-Lie subspace over 4Y/X of Q A such that B belongs to 
P. There is a flat P-F-connection V on !i?, with associated split Lie 
P-F-structure rp such that B = 2 rp(p) Let B be a Chevalley basis over Q of . 
52 belonging to B. We denote by cln the F-isomorphism from Int(Q) onto 
a simple Chevalley subgroup A, of GL(n, %Y) that assigns to 0 its matrix 
relative to B. Then at maps ad x onto its matrix relative to B, and 2&, = 
at (ad 2) is the Lie algebra of matrices of AO. 
Since cp is a Lie P-9-structure on f?, if XE f! and 6 E P, cp(b)(ad x) = 
[q(G), ad x] = ad(cp(b)(x)). Therefore, ad B is the set of all ad x in ad L! 
such that for 6 E P, cp(b)(ad x) = 0. It follows that a,X (ad 9) is the set of all 
matrices Z E ‘% such that, for 6 E P, 6z = 0, i.e., at (ad 9) = (‘&,),. In par- 
ticular, G is the set of a~Int(5?) such that (an(cr))-’ G(a,(a))=O for all 
do P. But, (aB(o))-’ &a,(a)) is the matrix relative to B of o-‘ocp(@(a). 
So, G is the set of all inner automorphisms r~ of f! such that 
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0 -I 0 (p(6)(0) = 0 for all 6 E P. Since (a-‘qo)(G) = (p(6) + 6’ 0 (p(6)(a), G 
is the set of inner automorphisms o of L! such that a-‘cpo = cp. 
Note. Aside from the 5 exceptional groups, the simple Chevalley groups 
over XP fall into 4 great classes, parametrized by the rank I of the Lie 
algebra of the group: 
A,, I > 1. The simply connected groups of type A, are the special inear 
groups SL(f + 1, XP). The groups of adjoint type are the projective special 
linear groups PSL(1 + 1, X,). 
B,, 122. The simply connected groups of type B, are the special 
orthogonal groups SO(21+ 1, X,) = PSU(21+ 1, X,). Thus, they are all 
also of adjoint type. 
C,, 12 3. The simply connected groups of type C, are the symplectic 
groups Sp(21, X,). The groups of adjoint type are the groups PSp(21, s&.). 
D,, I> 4. The simply connected groups of type D, are the special 
orthogonal groups SO(21, X,). The groups of adjoint type are the groups 
PSO(21, &.). 
All the Chevalley groups of adjoint type are simple as abstract groups. 
APPENDIX 
1. The Geometric Setting for Lie Spaces: 
Meromorphic Tangent Vector Fields on a Complex Analytic Manifold 
The motivation for the study of Lie spaces comes from geometry (see 
Nichols-Weisfeiler [ 18, 281 and Nelson [ 171). The model for us in dif- 
ferential algebra (beginning with the work of J. F. Ritt [20]) is complex 
analytic. Let V be the field of complex numbers and let M be a connected 
complex analytic manifold of complex dimension m. Let U be a connected 
open subset of M and F be the field of meromorphic functions on U. Let 
P, be the vector space over F of meromorphic tangent vector fields on U 
(see [ 11). Then P, is a vector space over F. Suppose, first, that U is a coor- 
dinate neighborhood with holomorphic coordinate functions z, , . . . . z,. Let 
pi be the vector field holomorphic on U whose tangent vector at x E U is 
(a/az,)l,, i= 1, . . . . m. Then p,, . . . . pm form a basis of P, over F. We define 
a,: P, + Der, F by associating to xy= r f,p, the derivation operator 
Cy=,f,(a/az,). Let d = {a/az,,..., a/&,}. F is a A-field with field % of 
constants and aF is injective. Therefore, we can define [p, q] = 
aF1 [a,(p), a,(q)]. So, PF is a Lie space over F that we can identify with 
FA. If U is an arbitrary connected open subset of M, with field F of 
meromorphic functions, and if V is a coordinate neighborhood contained 
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in U, with A-field $9 of meromorphic functions, A as described above, we 
may use the sheaf restriction homomorphisms to embed the field F in the 
field Y and the vector space P, over Fin the vector space P, over F, where 
we assume that F is a subfield of 9. (We should note that F is not usually a 
A-subfield of the A-field 9.) We regard P, as a subspace of the vector space 
Pg over F. Clearly, P, is closed under the Lie product operation on P,. a, 
maps PF injectively into Der, (9). It is not difficult to show that if p E P,, 
a,(p) maps F into F. Thus, a, induces a mapping a,: PF + Der,(F). This 
mapping d, is actually independent of the choice of coordinate 
neighborhood V; the structure on P9 of Lie space over 9 (the “local 
structure”) has induced on P, the structure of Lie space over F (a “global 
structure”). 
In contrast to the local case, if U is not a coordinate neighborhood, aF 
need not be injective. Suppose M is compact, and take U = M. If A4 has no 
non-constant meromorphic functions, aF is the 0 mapping and P, = Py is a 
finite-dimensional Lie algebra over V. If, on the other hand, M is the 
underlying analytic manifold of a complete algebraic variety, then F is the 
field of rational functions on the algebraic variety M, hence has transcen- 
dence degree m, d is injective, and P, is an m-dimensional Lie space over F. 
An interesting class of examples in which dF is neither injective nor the 0 
mapping is furnished by compact complex analytic manifolds not 
isomorphic to algebraic varieties. The transcendence degree of F over %’ is 
between 0 and m - 1. Shafarevich [25, VIII, 1.4, p. 3521 gives an example 
of a complex torus M (complex dimension 2) such that F has transcen- 
dence degree 1 over %. There is a holomorphic mapping a from M onto an 
abelian variety A. F=a*(V(A)), where %‘(A) is the field of rational 
functions on A. P, has dimension 2 over F. So, aF cannot be injective. 
Let M be an arbitrary connected complex analytic manifold, and let U 
be a connected open subset of M, with field F of meromorphic functions. If 
aF is not injective, then I= ker dF is a nontrivial Lie ideal of P, over F and 
is a Lie algebra over F. In Shafarevich’s example above, if V is a sufficiently 
small coordinate neighborhood on the torus, with field Y of meromorphic 
functions, we can find p, in ‘??I (tangent to the fibers of a in V) and pZ in 
P, such that pi and p2 commute and form a basis of P, over Y. a&i) = 
d/&i, as(p2) = a/&,, where zi E 9 and z2 = a*(t), t a rational function on 
A. In particular, the field F of meromorphic functions on the torus is con- 
tained in the field of constants of a/dz, . This example illustrates the general 
case when aF is not injective. Let V be a coordinate neighborhood con- 
tained in U. Let Y, A be as above. Let Q = YPF, the vector space over 9 
generated by PF. Q is a Lie subspace over Y of P,. Thus, Q has a com- 
muting basis q,, . . . . q, over 9. By extending the A-field appropriately to H, 
say, we can complete q,, . . . . qr to a commuting basis q,, . . . . qm of P, = 
X@, P, over X’. (In Shafarevich’s example, we can do this without 
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extending the field 9.) The field F of meromorphic functions on U is 
contained in the field of constants of Q in $9. 
We call M meromorphically parallelizable if there exist m meromorphic 
tangent vector fields pl, . . . . pm on M whose germs at each x E M are linearly 
independent over the field of germs of meromorphic functions at x. Every 
parallelizable manifold (Wang [27] ) is obviously meromorphically 
parallelizable. In particular, every complex torus is meromorphically 
parallelizable. Clearly, the restrictions of pl, . . . . p, to any connected open 
subset U of M are linearly independent over the field of meromorphic 
functions on U. In particular, if F is the field of meromorphic functions of 
M, P, has dimension m over F. P, need not have a commuting basis. If A4 
is meromorphically parallelizable, and V is any coordinate neighborhood 
of it4 contained in U (with d-field 9 of meromorphic functions), then 
59 P, = P,. Thus, P, has an F-structure although it does not necessarily 
have an F-rational commuting basis. 
2. The Geometric Setting for P,-Connections on a Vector Space V,: 
Meromorphic Vector Fields on a Complex Analytic Manifold 
Let U be a connected open subset of M and let W be a complex analytic 
vector bundle on U of rank n. Let F be the field of meromorphic functions 
on U, and let YE be the vector space over F of meromorphic vector fields 
on U with values in W. If V c U is a coordinate neighborhood on M with 
d-field ‘9 of meromorphic functions, we can use the sheaf restriction 
homomorphisms to embed the vector space ?$ over F in the vector space 
Vg over F. 
Suppose there exist v, , . . . . v, E VF whose germs at each x in U are linearly 
independent over the field of germs of meromorphic functions at x. Then 
the set (v,, . . . . v,} is linearly independent over the field of meromorphic 
functions on any connected open subset of U. We call the ordered basis 
(0 , , a*., v,) of YF a meromorphic frame on U. If U is sufficiently small, there 
is a meromorphic frame on U. 
A P,-connection on *yF is called a meromorphic connection on U. If there 
is a meromorphic frame on U of sections of W then there is, of course, a 
meromorphic connection on U; indeed, there is a flat meromorphic onnec- 
tion on U (see Sect. 3). 
3. The Geometric Setting for Linear Differential Algebraic Groups 
We use the language of Sections 1 and 2. If V is a coordinate 
neighborhood, with holomorphic coordinates z, , . . . . z, then d = 
{ d/Jz , ) . . . . apz, } . 
Let U be a connected open subset of M, with field F of meromorphic 
functions, and let V be a coordinate neighborhood of M contained in U. 
We assume that. B is a complex analytic vector bundle on A4 of rank n and 
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that (u,, . . . . v,) is a meromorphic frame on U. We regard Y’; as a subspace 
over F of 9;. Thus, (u, , . . . . u,) is an F-rational basis of 9’& over 9. GL(n, 9) 
is the matrix representation of GL(Y”,, Y) relative to the given frame. A 
subgroup G of GL(n, 9) is d-closed if G is the set of zeros in GL(n, 9) of a 
finite set of d-polynomials in yl,, . . . . ynn. If, for example, 99 has rank 1, 
then the full linear group is just the multiplicative group G, of 9. The 
d-closed subgroups of G, are all defined by differential equations of the 
form L(y-‘(ay/az,, . . . . y -‘(8y/dz,)) = 0, where L is a homogeneous linear 
differential polynomial in z,, . . . . z, (Cassidy DAG [4]). In our work we, of 
course, embed ‘9 in a universal d-field !& in order to have at hand a full 
battery of solutions of our differential equations. 
Note. We can also interpret GL(n, 9) as the group of meromorphic 
sections over Q of the principle fiber bundle over U with fiber a principle 
homogeneous pace for GL(n, %). 
4. The Riccati Differential Equation and the Zariski Dense 
Differential Algebraic Subgroups of SL(2, @) 
Let .4 = { 6 f, and denote Su by u’. The projective line P ,(%) is a con- 
nected Q-set and so has defined on it the induced structure of d-Q-set. 
Let (yI, y2) be a homogeneous coordinate system on P,(@) and let 
y = y,/yz. The constant projective line P’1(4%!)X is the d-Q-set defined by 
the differentially homogeneous differential equation y, y; - yz y; = 0. 
Let 0 E PSL(2, %). There is a matrix s = (;;; ii;) E SL(2, a’) such that 0 
can be described in affine coordinates by the equation 
ay= s11 4’ + -712 
s21 Y + sz2’ 
a transforms the constant projective line P,(%)X into the d-closed subset 
V detined, in aIIine coordinates, by a Riccati differential equation 
y’=py2-2qy-r, (P, 4, re9). 
We call Y a Riccati variety. 
The Riccati differential equation can be described by the matrix x= 
(; A,) in s/(2, %). It is not difficult to see that x = s - ’ 6s (the logarithmic 
derivative of s). Conversely, if Y is any d-closed subset of Pi(@) whose 
defining d-equation in the affine coordinate system y = y,/y, is the above 
Riccati differential equation, there is a projective linear transformation a 
such that Y = a(P1(%)X). 
Since a Riccati variety is projectively equivalent to P,(@),, it follows 
immediately that the cross ratio of any four elements of Y is constant. 
Conversely, if the cross ratio of four elements of V is constant, they lie on 
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the same Riccati variety. Riccati varieties bear a strong resemblance to 
circles in the completed complex plane. 
We observe that if x1 = (;; $,) and x2 = (;; 1J are any matrices in 
s1(2, F), then their associated Riccati varieties are projectively equivalent if 
and only if the matrices are Loewy similar in the sense of Cassidy DAG. 
Thus, if Y is a Riccati variety with detining equation y’ = py2 - qy - I+, and 
x= (‘F /,), and e is the projective linear transformation defined by the 
matrix s = (i;: z;;), then cr Y = Y (Q stabilizes Y) if and only if x = 
s-‘xs+s-’ 6s. Thus, the Zariski dense d-closed subgroups of PSL(2, a’) 
are the symmetry groups of Riccati varieties. 
GLOSSARY 
S-group: algebraic group defined over 9. 
f-ring: ring whose additive group is an F-group and whose multiplication is a mapping of 
S-groups. 
F-vector space over 42: vector space over 4 whose additive group is an F-group and whose 
scalar multiplication is a mapping of S-groups. (In particular, an F-vector space over 42 
is finite-dimensional over 42.) 
F-Lie algebra over I: Lie algebra over % whose underlying vector space is an F-vector 
space over 9%’ and whose Lie multiplication is defined over /. 
@: multiplicative monoid generated by the set A of derivation operators. 0 E 8 if and only if 
there are nonnegative integers e,, . . . . e, such that 0 = S;l . . S>. 
A-F-group: differential algebraic group defined over 9. 
A-F-ring: ring whose additive group is a A-F-group and whose multiplication is a mapping 
of A-.F-groups. Every A-/-subring of Q is a subfield of %’ 
A-F-vector space over Y, Y a A-9-subring of ‘4Y: vector space over 59 whose additive group is 
a A-.F-group and whose scalar multiplication is a mapping of A-f-groups. 
A-F-Lie algebra over 3, Y a A-.F-subring of 9/: Lie algebra over Y whose underlying vector 
space is a A-F-vector space over 3 and whose Lie multiplication is A-rational and detined 
over 9. 
a’( V, V’), V, Y’ vector spaces over a field F: the vector space. over F of linear transformations 
over F from V into Y’ (V-valued l-forms on V). 
+Y A: the Q-vector space over @ of derivation operators on 42 with basis A. 
9{rll. ...? q,}, ‘II. .-7 q. in a A-extension field of f: the A-algebra over .F generated by 
VJ,, . . . . nn. It is the algebra over f generated by n,, . . . . r). and all higher derivatives of 
q1, ..., 9”. 
9(~, , . . . . n.), q ,, . . . . qn in a A-extension field of 9: the quotient field of 9{ n,, . . . . rf”}. 
If we replace A be a commuting set A’ of derivation operators in 9 A that are linearly 
independent over 4Y/, we will indicate this by a subscript A’. We use the prefixes A or A’ in 
place of “differential” or “differential rational.” 
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